INTRODUCTION TO THE TOOLKIT

The Defence Heritage Toolkit has been designed to assist Defence personnel in understanding and managing places and things of heritage value within the Defence Estate. It provides practical guidance on how to progress development proposals, methods for managing heritage, and where to go for further information in particular circumstances.

It provides advice and easy to follow guidance on heritage issues throughout Defence planning, development and operational exercises.

The Toolkit is for use by all Defence personnel as we all have a stake in our heritage and we all have a hand in managing heritage values.

It is important for Defence to manage and invest in its heritage because:

- it contributes to valuing and preserving Defence and Navy, Army and Air Force traditions and culture;
- it enhances and provides context to the Australian Defence Force working and living environment;
- it improves Defence’s public image and builds bridges to the Australian Community; and
- it can play a role in Defence capability, through its contribution to morale, recruitment and retention outcomes.

Navy, Army and Air Force facilities represent the people, land, and values that the military defends. The buildings, structures, sites, precincts, memorabilia and “stories” that make up our working environment are live and real connections to the contributions of “those who have gone before”.

Military history is intrinsically bound up with our identity as a nation. The historic places within our guardianship become part of the Australian values that we have made a commitment to protect and defend.

By using this Toolkit, Defence personnel will be ensuring that they are managing the heritage values of Defence sites and meeting their legal obligations under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act).
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Commonwealth agencies are required to prepare Heritage Strategies within two years of commencement of the amendments to the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act). The Defence Heritage Strategy outlines the framework for managing heritage issues across the Defence Estate and sets goals for the identification, assessment and preparation of management plans for places with heritage values owned by Defence.

The Strategy includes the Vision for the management of heritage issues at Defence:

*Defence will be a leader in the management of its properties with heritage values. Defence will seek to provide a sound balance between defence capability and the conservation of heritage values.*

To read the Defence Heritage Strategy, see the Defence Heritage web site www.defence.gov.au/environment
FACT SHEET B
THE DEFENCE HERITAGE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

This Fact Sheet will be of use to any Defence personnel dealing with heritage issues. It will also be useful to those implementing heritage initiatives in the regions, providing insight into the corporate drivers and the tools and information sources that are available.

The Defence Heritage Management System has been developed as a series of policies, tools and guides to help Defence meet its legislative obligations and to assist Defence staff with practical implementation.

THE DEFENCE HERITAGE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Policies

The Heritage Strategy: This is a requirement under the amendments to the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act). The Strategy is the guiding document for Defence's commitment to meeting its obligations. The strategy can be found at www.defence.gov.au/environment/defenceheritagestrategy.pdf

The Discover Defence Heritage Initiative: This is a Defence corporate strategy to increase awareness and access to some of our heritage places. It includes support of museums and interpretive centres, events, open days, and the production of brochures and posters. Further information on this initiative can be found in Fact Sheet C.

The National Strategic Policy: Defence is committed to developing national strategies and policies. Existing policies include:

• The Heritage Management Plan framework to ensure all Commonwealth Heritage listed sites in Defence have a current management plan, and that all of these Defence sites develop standard, useful plans to assist with their management.
• The policy of ensuring all disposals, acquisitions, and development activities look at heritage issues and assess possible risks to any values and mitigation strategies via Heritage Impact Assessments.
• Protocols for heritage issues which compete with other environmental issues.

• Policy statements to provide a consistency of approach to nationwide issues, such as the management of Indigenous heritage, including stakeholder engagement frameworks.

**Tools**

**Defence Heritage website:** The web site contains all of the below tools and further information on Defence's heritage and management. The site is located at www.defence.gov.au/environment

**Defence Heritage Register:** Defence are systematically adding their historic places and heritage resources to the Register. The Register can be accessed publicly and also through the Defence Estate Management System (DEMS). www.defence.gov.au/environment

**Defence Estate Management System (DEMS):** DEMS is a facilities maintenance register that includes management, conservation, maintenance (immediate and cyclical) information for historic places and individual structures. While DEMS is primarily an asset management tool, it is also periodically updated with management and maintenance requirements from consultancy reports such as heritage management plans and environmental management plans. http://demsweb.dcb.defence.gov.au/

**Defence Heritage Environment Panel:** The Defence Heritage Panel Advisory Service provides telephone, email or in-person advice to Defence users on heritage issues. The service utilises the skills of some of Australia’s foremost leaders in the heritage industry operating under the Defence Heritage Panel Agreement. The Defence Heritage Panel, established in February 2004, is building an industry understanding of Defence heritage needs and operational requirements. For further information on the Panel go to www.defence.gov.au/in/business/panels

**Defence Infrastructure Manual (IM):** This is the definitive guide to all infrastructure activities and the processes that must be followed whilst undertaking them by internal Defence staff. Heritage considerations have been addressed throughout the IM and further information can be accessed at http://defweb.cbr.defence.gov.au/im/

**Defence Heritage Report:** The Defence Heritage Report is both a component of the Discover Defence Heritage Initiative and a means of reporting on Defence’s heritage strategy and achievements. Contact Defence Heritage and Biodiversity Conservation (DH&BC) for the most recent report or check out the web site www.defence.gov.au/environment/

**Guidelines**

**Heritage Management Plans (HMP):** These are an obligation of Defence under the heritage amendments to the EPBC Act as a means of managing Defence assets which have Commonwealth Heritage values. The HMPs are being designed to be of maximum use to both Defence strategic level personnel, Defence planners, base management personnel and regional environmental staff and base maintenance contractors and their staff.

**Communication Strategy:** The Communication Strategy has been developed to alert personnel to the heritage issues and their obligations to manage them in the context of Defence business. It also sets out a strategy for the presentation of heritage through positive publicity. For further information on the Defence Heritage Communication Strategy contact the Defence Heritage Team via environmentandheritage@defence.gov.au.

**PUTTING THE HERITAGE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM INTO PRACTICE**

The Heritage Management System is designed to work in tandem with other Defence programs and policies. You should also consider other environmental issues when accessing and using the information in this Toolkit to ensure that a comprehensive response to heritage places is taken and a broad coverage of issues considered. This might include using the Infrastructure Manual or the Environmental Management System guidelines to make sure that your heritage management opportunities are placed in an appropriate context and all environmental and operational issues can be balanced, and a successful outcome achieved.

**CONTACTS**

*For all Defence heritage contacts and inquiries check out the web site www.defence.gov.au/environment/*
DISCOVERY DEFENCE HERITAGE INITIATIVE —PROMOTING AWARENESS AND ACCESS TO DEFENCE HERITAGE SITES

Discover Defence Heritage is an initiative aimed at improving community and public access to Defence Heritage places. It is intended to help Defence demonstrate to the community how Defence is leading the way in heritage management, and encourage all Australians. It promotes our traditions and history, and improves Defence’s public image and reputation, through improving relationships between Defence sites and their local communities.

The new national heritage system Distinctively Australian, launched by the Prime Minister in 2004, defines themes that are important to us as a nation. “A Wide and Ancient Land”, “Building the Nation”, and “The Australian Spirit” are the initial themes to be pursued. The theme of the Australian Spirit, in particular, resonates with Defence defining a sense of mateship arising from fellowship, selflessness and cooperation fundamental to the safety and wellbeing of our servicemen and women.

The Australian Defence Force (ADF) today reflects the kind of country we are, the role we seek to play in the world, and the way we see ourselves. The ADF today is grounded in a proven history and sense of tradition, tied up in the fabric of our establishments and our people.

DISCOVERING DEFENCE HERITAGE IS POSSIBLE IN A NUMBER OF WAYS

Sites that are open to the public

Many Defence heritage sites are open to the public regularly and feature amazing sites, buildings and landscapes. Many sites also have Museums and Military Collections that are looked after by a wonderful team of military personnel and volunteers. Some of these sites are showcased on the Discover Defence Heritage web site which provides information about the history of the sites, what’s there, how to get there and other relevant information.

The web site link is www.defence.gov.au/environment
Open days and events

Some sites can’t be open to the public all the time, or may need to restrict access at certain times due to operational requirements. However, some of these sites still offer an opportunity for limited and controlled public access. Open days are already a feature at some sites, including Victoria Barracks in Sydney, Anglesea Barracks in Hobart and Duntroon House in Canberra. These regular days are a controlled way of including the community and increasing public awareness and knowledge about our places, our history and our achievements.

To find out more about these open days, have a look the Defence Heritage web site. The web site link is www.defence.gov.au/environment

Other ways to share our heritage

Defence can also celebrate and share some of its heritage by developing and sharing promotional products such as posters, booklets and calendars. These initiatives highlight both the “good news” message of Defence business, as well as promoting some of Defence’s unique places, people and stories. Contact Defence Heritage and Biodiversity Conservation (DH&BC) to discuss opportunities like these for your base or region or look at the Defence Heritage web site.
FACT SHEET D
HERITAGE MANAGEMENT PLANS

This Fact Sheet aims to provide an overview of what Heritage Management Plans, Heritage Assessments, and Heritage Impact Assessments are, why they are required, and what they are used for.

WHY DO WE NEED HERITAGE MANAGEMENT PLANS?

Heritage Management Plans are developed to meet one or both of the below:

• for Defence to comply with requirements under Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) legislation (for sites on the Commonwealth Heritage List (CHL)); and/or

• to protect and manage the heritage values of sites (both heritage listed and even some not listed) during strategic and master planning, development, redevelopment, maintenance and refurbishment.

Defence calls these plans Heritage Management Plans (HMPs) instead of the old style of Conservation Management Plans, to meet the new legislative requirements under the EPBC Act, enacted 1 January 2004, and also to illustrate the different style of plan now used in Defence.

Defence’s Heritage Management Plans place a greater focus on the management end, instead of the often lengthy assessments of heritage, with little guidance on how to actually protect these values. Defence HMPs also place priority on providing helpful and practical advice and guidance to various user groups that all have a role in asset management.

The EPBC Act now requires that all sites on the Commonwealth Heritage List must have a Heritage Management Plan and be managed in accord with these plans. Defence Heritage and Biodiversity Conservation (DH&BC) and/or our Senior Environmental Managers for each region develop these plans. Occasionally they are developed by the proponents of major projects (both internal and external to Defence), for sites that don’t have (current) HMPs to help protect their values during the project.

Some sites are not on the CHL, but still require a Heritage Management Plan to appropriately protect any identified heritage values. Under the EPBC Act, these sites may be picked up under section 28 which states that a Commonwealth agency cannot take an action that has, will have or is likely to have, a significant impact on the environment, which now formally includes heritage.
WHAT IS A HERITAGE MANAGEMENT PLAN?
These are documents that assess and describe the heritage values of places, and detail our obligations and appropriate policies and management regimes to ensure that these values are protected. They also provide action plans broken down into sections, so that individual parts are targeted at specific users.

WHAT IS A HERITAGE ASSESSMENT?
These determine and assess any heritage significance at a site based on accepted standards as laid out by the Commonwealth Heritage List criteria. These are often required when assessing environmental risk at sites before undertaking specific activities.

WHAT IS A HERITAGE IMPACT ASSESSMENT?
These look at the heritage values of a site and assess whether a specified activity will have an impact, and suggest ways to avoid or mitigate these impacts.

WHEN DO I COMMISSION A HERITAGE MANAGEMENT PLAN/ASSESSMENT/IMPACT ASSESSMENT?
A Heritage Management Plan may be required for several reasons such as:

- Legislative compliance—heritage is now managed under the powerful EPBC Act and a requirement of this new legislation is that all Commonwealth Heritage listed sites must have a Conservation/Heritage Management Plan that is five years old or younger to protect its values.

- A site is undergoing development or redevelopment—the heritage issues need to be managed during this process to avoid possibly triggering EPBC Act provisions that can delay or stop activities.

- A site is to be disposed of—under the new legislation Commonwealth agencies are required to ensure adequate protection is in place for sites which are listed on the Commonwealth Heritage List. Defence policy is also to ensure we protect places that may have heritage significance, though are not listed. In these circumstances a heritage assessment may be undertaken to establish heritage significance.

If you need further information on how to develop one of these plans, please see Guide 6 in the Toolkit—Defence Guide to Heritage Management Planning.
In some cases where a heritage asset has been damaged or will be removed, relocated or demolished, archival recording may need to be undertaken.

Defence’s policy is to follow the NSW Information Series Guidelines for Photographic Recording of Heritage Sites, Buildings and Structures. This guide, which outlines the methods of recording to be followed, can be found at www.heritage.nsw.gov.au/docs/info_photographicrecording2006.pdf.

Once photographic recording has taken place, one copy is to be retained by the regional environmental staff and a copy to be sent to:

**Director Heritage Management**
Dept of Defence
Defence Heritage and Biodiversity Conservation
BP-2-B030
CANBERRA ACT 2600

In some cases, copies of photographic material can be provided to internal or external Museums or placed in relevant sites. Your regional environmental officer can best advise you on these opportunities.
FACT SHEET F

DISASTER PROTOCOLS FOR HERITAGE LISTED SITES

This Fact Sheet recommends immediate actions to be undertaken in the case of destruction or damage (including fire, flood, hail etc) to Defence owned or controlled Heritage listed sites, including sites on the National Heritage List, the Commonwealth Heritage List or the Register of the National Estate. You can find out if the site is heritage listed by going to Defence’s Heritage web site www.defence.gov.au/environment and checking out our Defence Heritage Register. Your regional environmental officer and the team at Defence Heritage and Biodiversity Conservation (DH&BC) can help you too.

FIRST STEPS

1. Secure the site, and by preliminary technical inspection, identify any perceived imminent hazard, risk or threat. In particular, this action should:
   • protect the site from persons hunting for remnants and souvenirs;
   • avoid demolition of any structures, until the completion of more detailed heritage assessments;
   • in cases where the preliminary inspection identifies some parts of the structure that are not stable and will require removal or stabilisation, occupational safety is the primary consideration. In circumstances where the structure is able to be stabilised and there may be an option to rebuild the structure using existing masonry or stabilised and strengthened fabric, for new uses, then removal of any fabric should await the assessment report.

2. Photographically record each place, using the NSW Information Series Guidelines for Photographic Recording of Heritage Sites, Buildings and Structures. See Fact Sheet E for more details or, to see the guidelines on how to do this, see www.heritage.nsw.gov.au/docs/info_photographicrecording2006.pdf.
3. The Director of Defence Heritage and Biodiversity Conservation may then formally advise the
Department of Environment and Water Resources that a place on the National or Commonwealth
Heritage List or the Register of the National Estate has been destroyed or damaged. This advice should
include documentation of recovered artefacts and building elements and before (where available) and
after photographs of the site and you'll need to provide copies of this information to:

Director Heritage and Biodiversity Conservation
Dept of Defence
BP-2-B030
CANBERRA ACT 2600

4. Depending on advice from DH&BC and/or your regional environmental officer, you may then undertake
heritage site assessment(s) of the remaining fabric, including consideration of options for reconstruction,
adaptation and re-use and ruin stabilisation potential. The Defence Heritage Panel can assist you with
these tasks, see www.defence.gov.au/im/business/panels.

5. Salvage significant historic fabric and artefacts and arrange for their suitable storage. Salvaged items may
be able to be re-used in restoration works, or for future interpretation of the site.
The following is a list of people both within Defence Heritage and Biodiversity Conservation and out in the regions who you can contact when you need assistance with managing heritage issues.

**Director, Defence Heritage and Biodiversity Conservation**  
Ph: 02 6266 8060

**Senior Environmental Managers**

**South Australia**  
Senior Environmental Manager  
Ph: 08 8259 7230

**Western Australia**  
Senior Environmental Manager  
Ph: 08 9311 2252

**North Queensland**  
Senior Environmental Manager  
Ph: 07 4771 7289

**South Queensland**  
Senior Environmental Manager  
Ph: 07 3332 7721

**ACT/Southern NSW**  
Senior Environmental Manager  
Ph: 02 6266 8724

**Central Northern NSW**  
Senior Environmental Manager  
Ph: 02 4964 7339

**Sydney Central**  
Senior Environmental Manager  
Ph: 02 9377 2250

**Sydney West South**  
Senior Environmental Manager  
Ph: 02 8777 5161

**Riverina Murray Valley**  
Senior Environmental Manager  
Ph: 02 6055 2859

**Victoria and Tasmania**  
Senior Environmental Manager  
Ph: 03 9282 3099

**Northern Territory/Kimberley**  
Senior Environmental Manager  
Ph: 08 8935 4675
All Commonwealth Agencies, including the Department of Defence are required to comply with the requirements of the Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act).

The EPBC Act protects heritage values on Commonwealth land. It includes the rules and procedures that Commonwealth agencies (such as Defence) must follow to manage and protect heritage values on land they own, care for, affect or control. All properties with heritage values owned and managed by Defence must now be managed in accordance with the principles detailed in the EPBC Act.

The Department of Defence is required to make all reasonable steps to assist the Minister for Environment and Water Resources, and the Australian Heritage Council, with identifying, assessing, monitoring and managing heritage values of areas that are under its control.

The Australian Heritage Council is an independent body of heritage experts established through the Australian Heritage Council Act 2003. The Council’s role is to assess the values of places nominated for the National Heritage List and the Commonwealth Heritage List, and to advise the Minister for the Environment and Water Resources on conserving and protecting listed values. The Council may also nominate places with heritage values to these lists. The Council also maintains the Register of the National Estate.

Defence has always valued its special heritage places, but this new cooperative and transparent system is more pro-active and strategically focused than the previous system for managing Australia’s heritage. It means that Defence, and all Commonwealth agencies, now have to identify the heritage values of all their assets, and consider heritage in plans for operational change and expansion, and in their strategic planning.

By following the steps in the flowchart (overleaf) all members of Defence will be ensuring that they are protecting the heritage values of any site that they are having an impact on and Defence’s legal obligations are met.
**PROJECT/ACTIVITY**

For example: CSIR, redevelopment, maintenance, demolition, military exercise.

---

1. **Is the site on the Commonwealth Heritage List/National Heritage List?**
   - **Yes**
     - Is there a Heritage Management Plan (HMP) endorsed by the Minister for the Environment and Water Resources?
       - **Yes**
         - **Is action consistent with the Heritage Management Plan?**
           - **Yes**
             - **Proceed.**
           - **No**
             - **Modify action to be consistent with HMP.**
           - **Liaise with DHM/REO/SEM to determine impact on values. This may require Heritage Impact Assessment/HMP preparation, or an Environmental Clearance Certificate (ECC), or no action.**
             - **Yes**
               - **Proceed.**
             - **No**
               - **Liaise with DHM, and determine if values impacted by activity.**
                 - **Yes**
                   - **Liaise with DHM/SEM to determine whether ECC can be issued.**
                     - **Yes**
                       - **Proceed.**
                     - **No**
                       - **Liaise with SEM/DHM to determine impact on values. This may require HIA/HMP preparation, or an EOC.**
                         - **Yes**
                           - **Proceed.**
                         - **No**
                           - **Liaise with SEM/DHM to determine which of the above can be issued, or no action.**
                 - **No**
                   - **Proceed.**
           - **Liaise with DHM/REO/SEM to determine if an ECC can be issued or the advice of the Minister for the Environment and Water Resources is required.**
             - **Maybe**
               - **Liaise with SEM/DHM to determine whether ECC can be issued.**
                 - **Yes**
                   - **Proceed.**
                 - **No**
                   - **Liaise with DHM/SEM to determine which of the above can be issued, or no action.**
             - **No**
               - **Proceed.**
       - **No**
         - **Can you modify activity to not impact on values?**
           - **Yes**
             - **Proceed.**
           - **No**
             - **Liaise with DHM and determine if values impacted by activity.**
               - **Yes**
                 - **Proceed.**
               - **No**
                 - **Liaise with DHM, and determine if values impacted by activity.**
                   - **Yes**
                     - **Proceed.**
                   - **No**
                     - **Liaise with SEM/DHM to determine which of the above can be issued, or no action.**
   - **No**
     - **Is it on the Register of the National Estate/other lists or is it known to contain potential heritage values? Check with Senior Environmental Manager (SEM)/Regional Environmental Officer (REO)/DHM.**
       - **Yes**
         - **Are these values impacted by activity?**
           - **Yes**
             - **Proceed.**
           - **No**
             - **Proceed.**
       - **No**
         - **Proceed.**

---

**Key:***

- SEM: Senior Environmental Manager
- CSIR: Corporate Services and Infrastructure Requirements
- REO: Regional Environmental Officer
- DHM: Defence Heritage Management
- HIA: Heritage Impact Assessment
- EOC: Environmental Clearance Certificate
- HMP: Heritage Management Plan
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND CLEARANCE

Under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act), Defence must obtain approval from the Commonwealth Minister for the Environment and Water Resources (Environment Minister) for any Defence action that has, will have, or is likely to have a significant impact on the environment within or beyond Australia. Defence actions that are not likely to have a significant impact on the environment may still require internal Department approval in the form of an Environmental Clearance Certificate (ECC).

Environmental (including heritage) constraints and risks for a project or activity are best identified and considered at the planning stage and included in the allocation of funding and scheduling for the project. The cost of environmental impact assessment and mitigation measures for a project or activity should therefore be included in the budget for that project or activity.

Departmental Instruction No. 40/03 provides further guidance on the above obligations. Regional Environment Officers can provide advice on specific project requirements.

ENVIRONMENTAL CLEARANCE CERTIFICATE (ECC)

Where an activity is unlikely to have a significant impact on the environment, Defence uses an Environmental Clearance Certificate (ECC). ECCs can impose conditions that must be adhered to in the undertaking of the activity to ensure environmental impacts are removed or minimised. They are an internal Defence mechanism used to impose constraints and safeguards upon activities, to ensure Defence maintains its high level of environmental management and avoids risks to projects or activities.

For further information on environmental (including heritage) approvals follow the link: http://defweb.cbr.defence.gov.au/im/ecc/main.htm
WHAT IS IT?

The Defence Heritage Panel Advisory Service provides telephone, email or in-person advice to Defence users on heritage issues. The service utilises the skills of some of Australia’s foremost leaders in the heritage industry operating under the Defence Heritage Panel Agreement. The Defence Heritage Panel, established in February 2004, is building an industry understanding of Defence heritage needs and operational requirements.

WHAT IS IT SUPPOSED TO DO?

The aim of the Defence Heritage Panel Advisory Service is to:

• provide quick heritage advice and guidance and enable projects to progress;
• provide practical heritage advice and innovative solutions to a range of Defence users whilst enabling our core business to continue;
• prevent “showstoppers” down the track and save time and money in the longer term;
• provide strategic direction to achieve the most appropriate response to heritage issues across Australia; and
• allow Defence to make good heritage management decisions at all levels by utilizing some of the most experienced and reputable professional heritage consultants available.

WHO USES IT AND WHY?

The Defence Heritage Panel Advisory Service (DHPAS) caters for both regional and national Defence staff and related contractors who are involved in the planning and management of Defence sites. Some examples of when you may need to use the DHPAS include:

• you need to know how new heritage legislation affects your activities at your site;
• you have a specific heritage issue at your site that you need advice and guidance on;
• you are redeveloping a site and you are not sure how heritage may affect you/your planning;
• you want to maintain/modify a building and you are not sure how to proceed;
• you need to determine the heritage values of a site and how to manage it; and
• you want to dispose of a site and you are not sure of your obligations.
WHAT KIND OF TASKS CAN I GET DONE?

Examples of tasks that the Defence Heritage Panel Advisory Service can undertake include:

• general heritage queries;
• input and direction prior to the Statement of Requirement phase for projects, to ensure strategic heritage issues are adequately addressed;
• limited site inspections to provide basic or interim framework and direction for managing heritage issues;
• preliminary advice for alterations or conservation work to be undertaken to heritage places, including advice on heritage issues arising during redevelopment or construction projects;
• conduct of education and information sessions on Defence heritage issues;
• advice on previously prepared Heritage Management Plans and Heritage Maintenance Plans;
• heritage value assessments for single small buildings or items;
• advice with respect to Building Code of Australia (BCA) compliance issues and dispensations available for heritage buildings;
• strategic direction on problems involving heritage matters, including:
  – interpretative opportunities and concepts
  – Indigenous heritage issues
  – adaptive re-use
  – heritage landscape management
  – archaeological survey
  – demolition and recording
  – condition assessment
  – heritage management tools
  – natural heritage issues.

HOW DO I MAKE IT HAPPEN?

Contact Defence Heritage and Biodiversity Conservation (DH&BC) or the relevant Senior or the Regional Environmental staff (SEM or REO) who will put you in touch with the relevant Panel member. After a task is established, you will deal directly with the DHPAS member.

Each heritage related task will be funded by DH&BC from as little as one (1) hour input up to a limit of sixteen (16) hours professional time input, on an hourly rate basis. Additional time, if required and unless otherwise agreed with DH&BC, will be the responsibility of the user of this service, and is to be negotiated during the service provision direct with the relevant Defence Heritage Panel member. Services at all times are provided under the Defence Heritage Panel Standing Contract Agreement. Use only one panel member for each heritage related task.

At the conclusion of a task, panel members will submit their advice to the Defence user and issue a copy to DH&BC for reference purposes. Defence users are required to issue to the panel member written or email confirmation that they are satisfied with the service provision and that it meets their immediate requirements. The panel member sends this confirmation to DH&BC, effecting payment for the Heritage Advisory Service provided.

WHO PAYS?

The Defence Heritage Panel Advisory Service is an initiative of DH&BC. It is not intended that this service replace or provide an alternative to the already established system, involving procuring heritage advice from the Defence Heritage Panel through the formal tender bid process, for clearly defined projects of a reasonable scope above $5,000 in value.

WHO DO I CONTACT?

If your task is regional, contact your local Senior Environmental Manager.

If your task is not regional, contact DH&BC:

Defence Heritage and Biodiversity Conservation
Contact: Rick Zentelis, Director
Email: rick.zentelis@defence.gov.au
WHAT IS HERITAGE VALUE?

The term “heritage values” means all the aspects of a place that give it special meaning or make it important to the community. The Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) creates different levels of management of heritage values. These levels of heritage value are established by applying heritage criteria and thresholds and for the various levels of listing:

- The National Heritage List criteria;
- The Commonwealth Heritage List (CHL) criteria; and
- The Register of the National Estate criteria.

The EPBC Act protects all kinds of heritage values from impacts that might damage or destroy those values.

Heritage values are the aspects of a place or thing that give it special meaning to the community. Places or things can be valued for many reasons including their natural, Indigenous and historic qualities, often in combination.

Heritage can take many different forms—old buildings are just a fraction of the Defence’s heritage estate, but they are an obvious part. A place or thing does not have to be particularly old to be of heritage value and it can be the associated stories, memories and beliefs that make a place important to communities.

The primary considerations in assessing heritage value are: historical values, rarity, aesthetic appeal, technical significance, social importance, associations and importance as part of Indigenous cultural traditions. Places and things with heritage values can include:

**Buildings and Structures** that may have heritage value if they are linked to a renowned designer, builder or other important person, if they have aesthetic appeal or are important for technical reasons. A building or structure might be linked to an important event or might be significant because it is a rare or exceptional example of its type.

**Things, also known as “items”, “moveable heritage” and “artefacts”**, include photographs, furniture, machinery, trophies and toys. These may also have heritage value for their rarity, aesthetic appeal, technical significance and social importance.

Often the value of a thing is linked to its location. For example, it would compromise the heritage values of the furniture collection at Duntroon House if it were removed from there.

The study of technological items (such as a Spitfire engine or artillery) is often referred to as “industrial archaeology”.

---

**From a proud past... to a better future**
HOW IS HERITAGE PROTECTED?

Heritage is protected through legislation and through a management system that implements the legislation. An important part of heritage management is the identification and listing of valued places and items. Defence has a well established Heritage Register in which we have compiled all Defence owned and controlled places which are listed on State or federal lists.

DOES DEFENCE OWN OR CONTROL MANY HERITAGE PLACES?

Currently Defence has in excess of 200 sites listed on the Register of the National Estate, 126 properties on the Commonwealth Heritage List, and some Defence training areas and properties are in or adjacent to World Heritage Listed sites.

WHAT IS A MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR A HERITAGE PLACE?

Defence has several management plans in place for our sites (see Fact Sheet D—Heritage Management Plans for further details).

WHAT IS A REFERRAL AND DO I NEED ONE?

One of the ways the EPBC Act protects heritage is through setting out a process to control “significant” or “adverse” impacts on heritage values. The Act controls adverse impacts on places on the CHL, while any other heritage values are also protected from “significant” impacts from actions by the Commonwealth through the need to refer these actions under ss26/28. This is a “referral”.

The process is reasonably complex because it aims to be comprehensive, though a referral will only be needed when there is no alternative to causing a significant impact on heritage values. If you need expert advice on this matter, go to Fact Sheet G—Heritage contacts.

WHAT IS THE DEFENCE ESTATE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (DEMS) HERITAGE MODULE?

The Defence Estate Management System is a national database that contains planning, maintenance, and budgeting information on all of Defence’s assets. It is a tool used by estate planners in the regions and at National Office to generate/receive/action works requests for maintenance tasks and it is also the tool used to prepare bids for works.

The DEMS heritage module was developed to fulfill requirements of the EPBC Act amendments, primarily the Defence Heritage Register and reporting information. It also acts as a useful reference for most Defence Estate managers, and is a useful vehicle to deliver relevant heritage information and guidance and even heritage management plans and assessments.

The Heritage Module flags all relevant Defence properties with one or more heritage values as detailed below:

- Commonwealth Heritage List (CHL);
- Register of the National Estate;
- State Heritage lists;
- Local heritage lists; and
- Other sites that may have some significance.

The Heritage Module also needs to report on Defence’s heritage performance as determined by requirements of the EPBC Act amendments as per 1 January 2004. Reports have been developed to identify what sites Defence owns that are heritage listed, how many of these sites have management plans, and other information that helps Defence plan and manage its heritage sites.

WHAT IS THE DEFENCE ENVIRONMENT AND HERITAGE PANEL (DEHP)?

The DEHP is a panel of consulting firms who can provide environment and heritage advice to Defence. The DEHP has three heritage members: Environmental Resources Management (ERM), Woodhead International and Godden Mackay Logan (GML). The DEHP support Defence Heritage and Biodiversity Conservation in meeting their obligations under the legislation and some of the supporting services they can provide include:

- Advisory Services;
- Heritage Management Plans;
• Management Tools, Protocols and Procedures;
• Condition Assessments, Building Appraisals, Heritage Works and Maintenance Plans;
• Heritage Assessments;
• Indigenous Archaeological investigations, advice and consultation;
• Heritage Audits and Statutory Compliance Reviews; and
• Archaeological works and monitoring.

In some cases you may need to use an Environmental member of the DEHP for broader environmental advice. Contact your Regional Environment Officer for further details on how to do this.

WHERE DOES HERITAGE FIT IN AT DEFENCE?

Defence is responsible for an important legacy that has been built up through its history: a legacy of land, places, buildings, memories and stories. Together these make up a rich and valued heritage. Of the 336 sites on the Commonwealth Heritage List announced in July 2004 (www.environment.gov.au/minister/env/2004/mr14jul204.html), the majority are owned or controlled by Defence. Defence maintains its own Heritage Register of the 126 facilities, sites and buildings on the Commonwealth Heritage List and in excess of 250 sites on the Register of the National Estate for which we have management responsibility.

The 2004 heritage amendments to the EPBC Act changed the approach to the management of heritage places for the Commonwealth. The main features of these amendments are:
• a National Heritage List of places of national heritage significance;
• a Commonwealth Heritage List of heritage places owned or managed by the Commonwealth;
• the creation of the Australian Heritage Council—an independent expert body to advise the Minister on the listing and protection of heritage places; and
• continued management of the Register of the National Estate.

Defence is now legally required to undertake the following activities:
• Prepare a Heritage Strategy within the first two years of commencement of the amendments. Defence was amongst the first Commonwealth agencies to implement its Heritage Strategy. The Defence Heritage Strategy is available at www.defence.gov.au/environment/defenceheritagestrategy.pdf
• Compile a Register of properties with heritage values.
• Undertake a heritage assessment of all property owned or controlled by Defence.
• Assist the Minister for the Environment and Heritage and the Australian Heritage Council in the identification, assessment and monitoring of all Defence properties with listed heritage values.
• Prepare Management Plans for places included on the National and/or Commonwealth Heritage Lists. These Management Plans can be endorsed by the Minister for the Environment and Heritage, which means that activities taken in accordance with an endorsed plan do not require a request for advice.
• Minimise adverse impacts on places with heritage values.
• Seek the advice of the Minister for the Environment and Heritage about actions with the potential to have a significant impact on a Commonwealth Heritage listed place, unless the actions are in accordance with an endorsed Management Plan.
• Provide ongoing protection of the heritage values of a place that is on the CHL when selling or leasing a property.

It is important to note that both civil and criminal penalties apply to individuals and organisations if an activity with a significant impact on heritage values is undertaken without approval from the Minister for the Environment and Heritage. Injunctions can also be sought by any person, which can have severe time and financial costs for Defence activities and major infrastructure projects.

HOW IS HERITAGE CONSIDERED IN DEFENCE BUSINESS?

Defence has a formal business process for planning, development and approval of infrastructure requirements and associated projects. The Asset Development Process involves the identification of a requirement and the subsequent development approval and delivery of a facility or asset, which is assessed against strategic guidance and Defence capability planning. The Corporate Services and Infrastructure Requirements (CSIR) then goes through two levels of planning and analysis called the First Stage and Second Stage.
HOW DOES HERITAGE FIT INTO THE DEFENCE ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (EMS)?

The Defence EMS is a continual cycle of improving the processes and actions that the organisation undertakes to meet its environmental obligations and to demonstrate Defence’s ethic of “stewardship for the environment”. The Defence EMS focuses on a cycle of continual improvement in environmental performance and is consistent with key elements found in many different EMS models.

Heritage issues are considered during the EMS driven environmental risk process undertaken at sites, and if it comes up as an issue, planning and development of heritage management plans are undertaken, and then once finalised, key recommendations are implemented. Heritage issues are also audited under the EMS audit process, and this ensures that recommendations are being followed and key actions undertaken at sites. Essentially, heritage is just another element of the environment and is rolled into the existing EMS framework.

CAN HERITAGE PLACES BE MODIFIED?

As long as every effort is made to ensure that the heritage values of the place are not adversely affected, then most modifications can be undertaken on heritage places. (see Guide 3)

CAN HERITAGE PLACES BE DISPOSED OF?

Of course heritage places can be sold, the only provisions being that some effort must be made to ensure that the heritage values of the site are protected during the sale process and by the new owner. The EPBC Act has specific provisions for this. Contact the heritage team for further information on this and see Guide 5

WHO CAN HELP ME WITH DEFENCE HERITAGE ISSUES?

Defence Heritage and Biodiversity Conservation (DH&BC) is located within the Defence Support Group (DSG), and has been established to assist in the strategic management of Defence’s heritage assets and places. They have provided a number of tools and management aids to assist Defence Personnel in appropriately managing heritage places and values.

DH&BC is committed to providing advice and assistance with Defence heritage issues, ranging from minor works proposals to redevelopment programs and the disposal of property. DH&BC has developed a robust working relationship with the Department of Environment and Heritage to ensure heritage issues can be explored to find a balanced outcome that satisfies heritage obligations and Defence capability requirements. Defence will continue to foster this relationship to ensure satisfaction with its management of heritage issues both for the Commonwealth and for the community.

WHO CAN I ASK FOR MORE INFORMATION?

Director, Defence Heritage and Biodiversity Conservation
Ph: 02 6266 8060

Senior Environmental Managers

South Australia
Senior Environmental Manager
Ph: 08 8259 7230

Western Australia
Senior Environmental Manager
Ph: 08 9311 2252

North Queensland
Senior Environmental Manager
Ph: 07 4771 7289

South Queensland
Senior Environmental Manager
Ph: 07 3332 7721

ACT/Southern NSW
Senior Environmental Manager
Ph: 02 6266 8724

Central Northern NSW
Senior Environmental Manager
Ph: 02 4964 7339

Sydney Central
Senior Environmental Manager
Ph: 02 9377 3000

Sydney West South
Senior Environmental Manager
Ph: 02 8777 5161

Riverina Murray Valley
Senior Environmental Manager
Ph: 02 6055 2859

Victoria and Tasmania
Senior Environmental Manager
Ph: 03 9282 3099

Northern Territory/Kimberley
Senior Environmental Manager
Ph: 08 8935 4675

South Queensland
Senior Environmental Manager
Ph: 07 3332 7721

Northern Territory/Kimberley
Senior Environmental Manager
Ph: 08 8935 4675

Sydney Central
Senior Environmental Manager
Ph: 02 9377 3000

Sydney West South
Senior Environmental Manager
Ph: 02 8777 5161

Riverina Murray Valley
Senior Environmental Manager
Ph: 02 6055 2859

Victoria and Tasmania
Senior Environmental Manager
Ph: 03 9282 3099

Northern Territory/Kimberley
Senior Environmental Manager
Ph: 08 8935 4675
GUIDE 1
ACQUISITION AND HERITAGE

PURPOSE OF THIS GUIDE
The acquisition guide outlines the need for Defence personnel to consider heritage values when investigating the acquisition (including lease) of new facilities and training areas. It does not replace the need for legal advice, or any other due diligence processes or procedures Defence may be advised to follow prior to consideration of purchase, lease, or use.

KEY ISSUES TO CONSIDER

Consider heritage when acquiring property
From time-to-time Defence will need to acquire, through purchase or lease, a new property, or use land that belongs to another authority, state or local government or private owner. This may be in the form of a city building, a land holding to be added to a training base, or an area of coastal waters. Newly acquired or leased properties may have heritage or environmental values that Defence is then obliged to manage.

Wherever possible, the planned Defence use of the property to be purchased should be identified and a Heritage Assessment undertaken to determine any limitation that may apply to the projects.

Determine the heritage values of the property
Before buying or leasing a property it is usual to seek legal advice concerning the statutory status of a property, through a title search. This search should inform Defence whether a property is heritage listed or not, and usually basic reasons why the place has heritage values. Further enquiries made through current owners, estate managers, traditional owners, and state, local and heritage authorities may provide more detailed information.

Often only rudimentary or incomplete information is identified through a title search or existing information search, and Defence may be advised to undertake further heritage analysis of listed known heritage places it wishes to purchase, lease, occupy or use. One of the most effective ways to proceed in this case is to commission a Heritage Assessment to identify the heritage values of the place, and outline the statutory requirements that apply, or are likely to apply to the place (Commonwealth, state and local government level). More information and the standard statement of requirement template for Heritage Assessments can be found in Guide 6—Defence Guide to Heritage Management Planning.
# ACQUISITION AND HERITAGE CHECKLIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Finding the answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step 1—Undertake a title search</td>
<td>Check the Australian Heritage Database at <a href="http://www.environment.gov.au/cgi-bin/ahdb/search.pl">www.environment.gov.au/cgi-bin/ahdb/search.pl</a> You should also check State and local heritage registers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 2—If step 1 provides insufficient information, make further inquiries through current owners, estate managers, traditional owners, planning and heritage authorities</td>
<td>Defence Heritage and Biodiversity Conservation (DH&amp;BC) and regional environmental staff can help you, <a href="http://intranet.defence.gov.au/environment">intranet.defence.gov.au/environment</a> or <a href="http://www.defence.gov.au/environment/contacts">www.defence.gov.au/environment/contacts</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 3—If step 2 provides insufficient information, identify any heritage values at the place and any statutory requirements that apply or are likely to apply to the place by undertaking a Heritage Assessment</td>
<td>See Guide 6—Defence Guide to Heritage Management Planning for further details and information DH&amp;BC and regional environmental staff can help you, <a href="http://intranet.defence.gov.au/environment">intranet.defence.gov.au/environment</a> or <a href="http://www.defence.gov.au/environment/contacts">www.defence.gov.au/environment/contacts</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4—Consider any heritage implications as part of the decision to acquire this site</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GUIDE 2

STRATEGIC AND MASTER PLANNING

PURPOSE OF THE GUIDE

The Strategic and Master Planning Guide is for Defence personnel needing to obtain information or guidance on managing heritage issues where they may impact on strategic or master planning exercises. (Note that capital works are dealt with in Guide 3—Capital works, redevelopment and making changes).

HOW TO INCLUDE HERITAGE IN THE PLANNING PROCESS

Most Defence strategies and policies relating to development will result in some form of impact on the environment, which includes heritage. A heritage place can be a location, area or region that has cultural, natural, Indigenous or historic value.

Managing a site that has heritage issues can require additional time, consideration and funding and this needs to be factored into the planning process. Careful consideration needs to be given to whole of life management, as well as any initial time and cost implications associated with any required consultant reports, consultation (particularly with Indigenous groups), or Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation (EPBC) referrals.

EPBC Act referrals are made to the Department of the Environment and Water Resources, who has the final say on whether or not Defence can undertake certain activities. This can mean lengthy time delays in decisions and can also place limitations on what Defence can and can’t do. The preference is to avoid this by ensuring that Defence manages its heritage carefully and where possible avoids having a significant impact on heritage values during all activities.

KEY ISSUES TO CONSIDER

What do I do first? Identify potential heritage issues in high level planning and flag identified issues for more detailed consideration. For example, which heritage listings may apply to the site.

How do I include heritage? Use detailed information in concepts development and strategic and master planning. Accurate technical information will help you design facilities that allow for operational flexibility, whilst meeting legislative requirements. Flag heritage issues clearly in more detailed concept development and clearly set out options and their ramifications, such as possible referral under EPBC. The relevant Senior Environmental Manager can help you here. The Defence Heritage Panel can be used to provide more detailed information and options.

How do I avoid delays? Suggest options that have minimal impacts on heritage values wherever possible to avoid delays and triggering the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act). Note that allowance must be made for sufficient timing and funding in project processes, particularly where impacts to heritage values can’t be avoided.
TOOLS TO ASSIST IN IDENTIFICATION AND MANAGEMENT

There are many tools that can assist you to identify, assess, and then manage your site’s heritage values and planning issues.

**Defence Heritage web site**

The Defence Heritage web site contains the list of all Defence heritage properties and thus is a quick and easy reference tool to check your site. Have a look at [www.defence.gov.au/environment](http://www.defence.gov.au/environment)

**Defence Estate Management System (DEMS)**

Defence personnel with access to DEMS can view all Defence Heritage listings throughout Australia. The DEMS heritage module also includes further information about heritage sites, for example why they are important, and may even have a copy of the latest Heritage Management Plan that you can download to help you manage your project.

**Commonwealth Heritage List (CHL)**

The CHL comprises places of natural, Indigenous and historic value that are on Commonwealth land or waters or are under Commonwealth Government control. The list contains further information about what the site’s values are, and is maintained by the Department of the Environment and Water Resources. See their web site for more information [www.environment.gov.au](http://www.environment.gov.au)

**Environmental Management Plans (EMPs) and Environmental Management Systems (EMS)**

Many Defence establishments have developed and implemented EMPs and Environmental Management Systems, which should identify the heritage values for a particular site. See your Senior Environmental Manager for more information.

**Heritage Management Plans (HMPs) and Conservation Management Plans (CMPs)**

Any site on the Commonwealth Heritage List or the National Heritage List that is owned or leased by Defence is required by legislation to have a current Management Plan. Defence is currently implementing this target and has many sites with current HMPs. An HMP provides details about the specific heritage values of a site, including building descriptions, acceptable alterations, and management recommendations during standard activities, including redevelopment and capital works.

**Consultation**

Consultation with Defence Heritage and Biodiversity Conservation and the site’s regional environmental staff in the initial stages of planning can help identify and understand any heritage issues that apply to your site, and how they might be addressed. The Defence Heritage Panel members can also help you with advice and guidance (through the Defence Heritage Panel Advisory Service—see [www.defence.gov.au/environment](http://www.defence.gov.au/environment) for details). In some instances consultation with community groups may be advisable to gather information and keep interested parties informed. To some degree Defence Heritage and Biodiversity Conservation (DH&BC) can advise you whether this is necessary.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Finding the answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Find out if the site is on the Commonwealth Heritage List/ National Heritage List/Register of the National Estate | Check the Defence Heritage Register  
Check the DEMS estate register for heritage flags  
Check the Australian Heritage Database  
| 2. Find out if the site is not listed but has identified or potential heritage value | Check with DH&BC  
Check with your region’s Senior Environmental Manager (SEM)  
Check the DEMS estate register for heritage information |
| 3. Find out more about the nature of the heritage values including cultural, natural, Indigenous historic values | See if there is a Conservation Management Plan (CMP), Heritage Management Plan (HMP) or Heritage Assessment for the place  
Check that it is up to date  
These plans are available in the DEMS system or by contacting the relevant SEM or DH&BC |
| 4. Get advice for upcoming Strategic Business Case (SBC), Detailed Business Case (DBC), Public Works Committee (PWC) or strategic or master planning exercises | Check with DH&BC if you need further advice  
If so, you can use the Defence Heritage Panel who provide advice through the Defence Heritage Panel Advisory Service. For further information speak to the relevant SEM, DH&BC or go to their web site [www.defence.gov.au/environment](http://www.defence.gov.au/environment)  
In some cases you’ll need to develop a Heritage Impact Assessment for proposals that may affect heritage values. A standard statement of requirement (SOR) for these is available in this Guide under “Heritage Management Plans” |
| 5. Allow for internal/external EPBC Act requirements | An Environmental Clearance Certificate (ECC) to be approved by the SEM or DH&BC may be required (see ECCs in this Guide). Referral to DEH may be required and DH&BC can help advise you on this process  
Refer to Fact Sheet I  
Early anticipation of these requirements will provide for sufficient timing and budget allowances to be made throughout the planning phase |
GUIDE 3

CAPITAL WORKS, REDEVELOPMENT AND MAKING CHANGES

PURPOSE OF THE GUIDE

This guide relates to how heritage values and places must be managed in the context of development of a site. This may include redevelopment, demolition or activities that may impact on a site, including training exercises. Strategic and master planning are dealt with in Guide 2.

KEY ISSUES TO CONSIDER

What is heritage? Heritage values can be cultural, natural, Indigenous or historic, or a combination of the above. The Defence estate contains a rich and varied stock of heritage assets and these are important for a range of different reasons. Some are important to the history of Australia’s colonial history, others are important for geological and Indigenous heritage, while others are significant due to the crucial role they have played with respect to our military history and are of great importance to the Service they served.

Why do we have to manage it? Defence must manage its heritage assets in accordance with the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act). Heritage is a valuable non-renewable asset and Defence must consider any identified or even potential heritage values at all its sites. Where feasible, every effort must be made to protect the heritage values of sites during redevelopment. See Fact Sheet H for further information about Defence’s legal obligations.

When should I consider heritage issues? Identification and management of heritage values must be considered early in any planning process. This way accurate allowances for time and cost implications can be made, and options considered that allow for potentially conflicting considerations (ie heritage and capability) to be reconciled.

What’s the benefit of looking after our heritage? There are many benefits of appropriately caring for our heritage. Firstly, Defence will avoid triggering the EPBC Act, which can result in delays in time and increase in project costs and in extreme cases can prevent Defence from undertaking our activity entirely; other benefits can include the conservation of those areas and places of particular importance to our service personnel, increased opportunities for building on connections with local communities, improving the quality of the Defence working environment, and in some cases can enhance recruitment and retention. Early consideration of heritage values provides opportunities for incorporation of key elements that are important to our Military and Australians generally, and helps to keep stories and traditions alive.

How? You must first identify if your site has heritage values. Check to see if your site has a Heritage Management Plan. These are useful tools that clearly outline work that may be carried out without the need for further approval or referral. It will also outline general principles that will guide the kind of work likely to be carried out by contractors at the site. The checklist at the end of this guide can help you with the steps you need to follow as will the next section.

Who can help me? Where there is doubt regarding the permissible scope of works or appropriate work method, consultation with your Senior Environmental Manager (SEM) or Regional Environmental Officer (REO) is necessary. This may also involve consultation with Defence Heritage and Biodiversity Conservation (DH&BC).
TOOLS TO ASSIST IN IDENTIFICATION AND MANAGEMENT

There are many tools that can assist you to identify, assess, and then manage your site’s heritage values and planning issues.

Defence Heritage web site

The Defence Heritage web site contains the list of all Defence heritage properties and thus is a quick and easy reference tool to check your site. Have a look at www.defence.gov.au/environment

Defence Estate Management System (DEMS)

Defence personnel with access to DEMS can view all Defence Heritage listings throughout Australia. The DEMS heritage module also includes further information about heritage sites, for example why they are important, and may even have a copy of the latest Heritage Management Plan that you can download to help you manage your project.

Commonwealth Heritage List (CHL)

The CHL comprises places of natural, Indigenous and historic value that are on Commonwealth land or waters or are under Commonwealth Government control. The list contains further information about what the site’s values are, and is maintained by the Department of the Environment and Water Resources. See their web site for more information www.environment.gov.au

Environmental Management Plans (EMPs) and Environmental Management Systems (EMS)

Many Defence establishments have developed and implemented EMPs and Environmental Management Systems, which should identify the heritage values for a particular site. See your Senior Environmental Manager for more information.

Heritage Management Plans (HMPs) and Conservation Management Plans (CMPs)

Any site on the Commonwealth Heritage List or the National Heritage List that is owned or leased by Defence is required by legislation to have a current Management Plan. Defence is currently implementing this target and has many sites with current HMPs. An HMP provides details about the specific heritage values of a site, including building descriptions, acceptable alterations, and management recommendations during standard activities, including redevelopment and capital works.

Consultation

Consultation with Defence Heritage and Biodiversity Conservation and the site’s regional environmental staff in the initial stages of planning can help identify and understand any heritage issues that apply to your site, and how they might be addressed. The Defence Heritage Panel members can also help you with advice and guidance (through the Defence Heritage Panel Advisory Service—see www.defence.gov.au/environment for details). In some instances consultation with community groups may be advisable to gather information and keep interested parties informed. To some degree Defence Heritage and Biodiversity Conservation (DH&BC) can advise you whether this is necessary.
GUIDELINES FOR HERITAGE MANAGEMENT
DURING CAPITAL WORKS AND REDEVELOPMENT

Consider compromises
There are numerous activities that are compatible with protecting and managing heritage values. It should never be assumed that an activity or initiative cannot proceed because a site has heritage value. Consider options where feasible that allow the activity to occur in a modified way.

Avoid impacts to heritage values
It is Defence policy to avoid negative impacts on our heritage sites and their values wherever possible. On occasions when projects require some compromise to proceed, it is important to remember that heritage conservation is about protecting these values, not necessarily the buildings or fabric and this can often lead to more flexibility than initially identified. Consider all prudent and feasible alternatives to demolition or major alteration to a heritage place.

Sometimes there may be no prudent or feasible alternative, however often there will be, including adaptive re-use, sympathetic infill, or avoiding specific areas. By looking at all alternatives Defence can make a genuine case for any possible impact to heritage values and this will be useful if a referral to the Department of the Environment and Water Resources needs to be made.

Ensure there is adequate resourcing for heritage management
Heritage planning and management considerations may require additional time and/or money during both the planning and implementation phases of a project.

Keep everyone in the loop
Managing capital works and redevelopments on Defence properties often involves the use of external independent contractors. Contractors are often responsible for major works, alterations or repairs to existing structures, modifications to existing buildings, installing new lighting and services, and developing landscapes and open spaces. All of these actions have the potential to impact on the heritage values of a place. Defence personnel must ensure that contractors are informed of relevant heritage considerations through project briefings and site induction procedures.

KEEPING CONTRACTORS INFORMED

<p>| Step 1 | All statement of requirement (SOR) and contracts must alert contractors to heritage issues and specify particular work practices where these are required. Reference should be made to any heritage management plans or other relevant heritage documentation and copies should be made available. Contact your REO for further information. |
| Step 2 | Ensure appropriately qualified and experienced contractors are used. Sometimes heritage places require tradespeople with traditional carpentry or masonry works skills, or a competency in an unusual trade such as lead work. |
| Step 3 | Ensure that contractors observe requirements as they are set out in DEMS and know who the relevant regional environmental staff are when required. |
| Step 4 | Provide contractors with a copy of the Defence Heritage Management Plan and Heritage Handbook for the site, where available. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Finding the answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Find out if the site is on the Commonwealth or National Heritage Lists, or on the Register of the National Estate | Check the Defence Heritage Register  
Have a look at the Defence Heritage website  
www.defence.gov.au/environment  
Check the Australian Heritage Database  
www.environment.gov.au/cgi-bin/ahdb/search.pl  
Check the DEMS estate register for heritage flag |
| 2. Find out if the site is not listed but has identified or potential heritage value (as this will still need to be addressed under EPBC legislation) | Check with DH&BC  
Check with your regional environmental staff  
• see Fact Sheet G—Heritage Contacts  
• check the DEMS estate register for heritage interest |
| 3. Find out more about the nature of the heritage values—is it the buildings, or natural vegetation? Indigenous? | See if existing Conservation Management Plan (CMP), Heritage Management Plan (HMP) or Heritage Assessment for the place  
Check that it is up to date  
These plans are available in the DEMS system or by contacting the relevant regional environmental staff or DH&BC |
| 4. Determine whether you’ll need more information to proceed with activity—do you have enough guidance or need more? | Check with DH&BC if you need further advice  
If you need more specific guidance you can use the Defence Heritage Panel who provides advice through the Defence Heritage Panel Advisory Service. For further information on this service speak to the relevant Senior Environmental Manager, DH&BC or go to the web site www.defence.gov.au/environment  
In some cases you’ll need to develop a heritage impact assessment to look at plans that may affect heritage values. A standard statement of requirement (SOR) for these is available in Guide 6—Defence Guide to Heritage Management Planning under “Heritage Management Plans”  
The Defence Heritage Panel is available to develop these |
| 5. Allow for internal/external referral requirements | Internal referral through an ECC (see ECCs in this guide) or external referral to DEH may be required. DH&BC and your regional environmental staff can help you with these.  
Early anticipation of these requirements will provide for sufficient timing and budget allowances to be made throughout the planning phase. |
GUIDE 4

MAINTENANCE

PURPOSE OF THIS GUIDE
This guide provides information on what to consider when undertaking maintenance at a Defence Heritage site.

KEY DEFINITIONS
Maintenance defines all the ongoing/repeatable tasks that should be undertaken regularly to keep places in good condition, and avoid costly large scale works being required down the track. It includes things like painting, cleaning gutters, weeding around downpipes, checking for termites in sub-floor spaces, and general cleaning.

SEEK ADVICE
For advice on maintenance matters, contact your Senior Environmental Manager or, a member of the Defence Heritage Panel using the Defence Heritage Panel Advisory Service (DHPAS). The answer to your query may be as simple as emailing a photograph of the problem area and getting a response the same day. See www.defence.gov.au/environment for more information on this Service.

TOOLS TO ASSIST IN IDENTIFICATION AND MANAGEMENT
There are many tools that can assist you to identify, assess, and then manage your site’s heritage values and planning issues.

Defence Heritage web site
The Defence Heritage web site contains the list of all Defence heritage properties and thus is a quick and easy reference tool to check your site. Have a look at www.defence.gov.au/environment

Defence Estate Management System (DEMS)
Defence personnel with access to DEMS can view all Defence Heritage listings throughout Australia. The DEMS heritage module also includes further information about heritage sites, for example why they are important, and may even have a copy of the latest Heritage Management Plan that you can download to help you manage your project.

Commonwealth Heritage List (CHL)
The CHL comprises places of natural, Indigenous and historic value that are on Commonwealth land or waters or are under Commonwealth Government control. The list contains further information about what the site’s values are, and is maintained by the Department of the Environment and Water Resources. See their web site for more information www.environment.gov.au

Environmental Management Plans (EMPs) and Environmental Management Systems (EMS)
Many Defence establishments have developed and implemented EMPs and Environmental Management Systems, which should identify the heritage values for a particular site. See your Senior Environmental Manager for more information.
**Heritage Management Plans (HMPs) and Conservation Management Plans (CMPs)**

Any site on the Commonwealth Heritage List or the National Heritage List that is owned or leased by Defence is required by legislation to have a current Management Plan. Defence is currently implementing this target and has many sites with current HMPs. An HMP provides details about the specific heritage values of a site, including building descriptions, acceptable alterations, and management recommendations during standard activities, including redevelopment and capital works.

**Consultation**

Consultation with Defence Heritage and Biodiversity Conservation and the site’s regional environmental staff in the initial stages of planning can help identify and understand any heritage issues that apply to your site, and how they might be addressed. The Defence Heritage Panel members can also help you with advice and guidance (through the Defence Heritage Panel Advisory Service—see www.defence.gov.au/environment for details). In some instances consultation with community groups may be advisable to gather information and keep interested parties informed. To some degree Defence Heritage and Biodiversity Conservation (DH&BC) can advise you whether this is necessary.

---

### MAINTENANCE CHECKLIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Finding the answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Identify heritage values</td>
<td>Just because it’s not on a heritage list doesn’t mean that it doesn’t have heritage value. Check with your regional environmental staff to be sure as non heritage listed sites can still have values that may be adversely affected, and risk triggering the <em>Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999</em> (EPBC Act) This is because heritage values are broadly protected under the EPBC Act, whether they are listed or just identified in a heritage study for example. Provided the likely impact will not be significant the activity can proceed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Use Heritage Management Plans and other relevant guidance</td>
<td>Check to see if the site has a Heritage Management Plan (HMP)—the more current HMPs have specific guidance on what you can and can’t do on the site. If the site doesn’t have a HMP, perhaps it has other relevant documentation that can help. Check on DEMS and with your regional environmental staff. If a maintenance schedule or HMP doesn’t exist for the site, consider arranging for one to be prepared. Discuss this with regional environmental staff or DH&amp;BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Keep up regular maintenance</td>
<td>Regular inspections and maintenance are essential, and save time and money down the track</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. If in doubt, don’t</td>
<td>If in doubt about what the recommendations say, touch base with your regional environmental staff first. Some tasks will require specialist skills and contractors to undertake them. If in doubt, contact your Senior Environmental Manager, or a member of the Defence Heritage Panel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GUIDE 5

DISPOSAL OF HERITAGE PROPERTIES

PURPOSE OF THIS GUIDE

This guide provides information on what you must consider when disposing of a Defence site.

KEY ISSUES TO CONSIDER

Heritage places in Defence ownership must be managed according to established heritage principles and legislation. The obligation to safeguard the heritage values of Defence property stays with Defence until disposal occurs. The ongoing protection measures post disposal required will depend on the place and its values, but may include contractual obligations for the purchaser, or listing on the appropriate State, Territory or local government heritage register.

It is important to note that specific provisions of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) apply to the disposal of all places on the Commonwealth Heritage List. Ongoing protection measures will be required to ensure Defence meets these obligations.

DEFENCE DISPOSAL CHECKLIST

You’ll need to protect any heritage values of your site during the sale process (Refer to Checklist overleaf).
# DEFENCE DISPOSAL CHECKLIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Finding the answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Identify the values of your site | Firstly you will need to identify the heritage values of the site – check DEMS, ask the local environmental officer or look it up on the Australian heritage database http://www.environment.gov.au/cgi-bin/ahdb/search.pl  
  • Is the place listed on the **Commonwealth Heritage List** or the **National Heritage List**? If so it will need to be managed under special provisions set out by the EPBC Act. These are to ensure the values of the site will be protected during the sale process and afterwards.  
  • Is the place listed on the **Register of the National Estate**? While the CHL and NHL are the primary protected listings, RNE listed sites still need to be managed through the disposal process under the EPBC Act.  
  • If the place is not on the CHL or NHL, it may still have state or local significance, and so is still covered by the EPBC Act, and will need to have the values protected.  
  • In some cases there is no information on heritage values for a site. **This does not always mean there is none.** It doesn’t have to be listed to have values. Check with the relevant regional environmental officer to see whether further investigation may be required. If so, you may need to commission a **heritage assessment** via the Defence Heritage Panel. For information on this see Guide 6 of the Toolkit “Defence Guide to Heritage Management Planning”.  
  **Remember:** Heritage values can relate to:  
  • European built heritage (including archaeological potential and intangible values such as associations to a person or group),  
  • Indigenous cultural heritage (including archaeological potential and intangible values associated with mythical or ceremonial sites),  
  • Natural heritage (including aesthetics and view points). |
### DEFENCE DISPOSAL CHECKLIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Finding the answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Identify the best way to protect values at your site</td>
<td>Depending on your site’s values and level of listing (if it is listed, unlisted sites can still have values) there are different levels of protection that can be applied. There are also different approaches that can be applied depending on the values (ie whether they are tangible or intangible).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• <strong>For sites with little heritage values</strong> that don’t need a great deal of protection (ie not heritage listed, and any values not under threat), you can use an Environmental Clearance Certificate (ECC) and document what you have done to identify values, and any protection regime. See Fact Sheet I of the Defence Heritage Toolkit for further information about ECCs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>These measures can outlined in the Conservation Management Plan or by DHBC if the nature of the site is such that no formal due diligence has been undertaken,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• If there are more values or issues to consider, developing a <strong>disposal conservation management strategy (DCMS)</strong> to determine the best method of protection during and after sale is the best way to ensure you afford the site the right level of protection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A <strong>DCMS</strong> can be as little as a paragraph or much more, depending on the requirements of each site. These can be done in house with the help of Defence Heritage, or the relevant Environmental officer, or by a member of the Defence Heritage Panel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The management of tangible values might include protection of the building, site, curtilage, precinct or landscaping aspects that represent the values of the site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A <strong>DCMS</strong> might manage intangible values such as the recognition of mythical places or the documentation of associative values if the values are not represented in a physical site or feature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A <strong>DCMS</strong> might also include measures to manage natural heritage or aesthetic views by providing recommendations for the protection of nature reserve areas or viewsheds into the site.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### DEFENCE DISPOSAL CHECKLIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Finding the answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Identify the best way to protect values at your site (continued)</td>
<td><strong>For sites with a greater requirement for protection of its heritage values</strong>, methods of protection in the DCMS may include:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• advising prospective purchasers of heritage status and providing copies of relevant heritage management plans to assist them with management of the site;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• ensuring the contract includes a covenant to protect the CHL values of the place, as long as it can be enforced and will offer certainty that the heritage values will be maintained appropriately;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• entering into an conservation agreement with prospective purchasers for the protection and conservation of the place;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• entering the place in the appropriate state, territory or local government heritage register;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• agreement with the purchaser to enter the place in the appropriate state, territory or local government heritage register should be sought in the event that the property is later sold into private ownership;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• consideration of the possibility of a sale or lease to another Commonwealth agency as this allows the place to remain under the protection of Commonwealth heritage legislation. Disposal to a state or local government authority is also potentially beneficial in continuing ‘public’ use of the place;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• for some sites, public consultation well before the sale, and in some cases a communication strategy for the sale;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• for sites that are on the CHL, the requirement to <strong>write to the Minister for the Environment and Water Resources</strong> to inform of the sale or lease at least <strong>40 days before executing the contract</strong> to inform him about the sale or lease, and how the values of the place will be protected. The Minister can respond with other suggestions on how to protect the place that you may need to pursue also.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Remember:** The management and protection to the appropriate State and local level will be the responsibility of the purchaser as they plan and develop the site under the appropriate development application processes that apply to them.
**DEFENCE DISPOSAL CHECKLIST**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Finding the answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2. Identify the best way to protect values at your site (continued) | However, the EPBC Act does require that Commonwealth agencies avoid adverse and significant impacts to Commonwealth Heritage listed properties, and avoid significant impacts on the environment (of which heritage is a part) for unlisted sites that display heritage values. It is a requirement that Defence identify the values and take appropriate steps to satisfy themselves that there will be either:  

- no impact (because there are no values to be managed or protected),  
- no impact because measures have been included via purchaser agreement or via covenant in the documentation that would be submitted to the Minister, or via listing at a State or territory level to ensure that the purchaser will undertake appropriate steps as part of their own development application process.  

**Remember:** Disposal of a site is considered an *action* under the EPBC Act. If the Minister responds with further suggestions to ensure the appropriate protection of the heritage values, these need to be considered either as activities to be undertaken prior to sale, or as part of your sale agreement/disclosure documentation.  

If the site is not CHL listed and so the Minister is not to be alerted in writing 40 days prior to sale, the potential referral triggers still need to be considered as part of the assessment process. The success of a referral would depend on the appropriateness of the management measures commensurate to the level of significance of the site and the potential impact. The DCMS will support your approach in managing the potential impacts to well below the threshold of significance. The means by which to reduce the level of significance of the impact may be any of those items noted above for instance.  

**Remember:** Appropriate investigation and disclosure to a purchaser ensures that financial risk via the sale or later claims are avoided. It also helps to support the avoidance of impacts from a heritage perspective, which helps to fulfil Defence’s obligations under the EPBC Act. |
### Defence Disposal Checklist

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Finding the answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3. Develop your conservation management strategy</td>
<td>If you need to develop a comprehensive disposal conservation management strategy for your site you will need to develop a Statement of Requirement, whenever possible for the Defence Heritage Panel, which should include:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Your covering letter to as per standard template provided in the Infrastructure Manual.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Project Outline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Scope of Services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GUIDE 5 ANNEX A

TEMPLATE FOR A DISPOSAL CONSERVATION MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

PROJECT OUTLINE

PURPOSE/EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Outline here the level of detail required in your DCMS:

• just a heritage due diligence assessment for a site that has no/not enough information or a review of existing heritage assessments?

• Full review of existing information and development of management strategy?

• Is the disposal potentially sensitive and may require a communication strategy and public consultative process?

BACKGROUND
Note the site(s) location, size and any relevant information that will assist in cost estimation including numbers of buildings on site.

What is the known heritage status of the site?

Note any previous issues of relevance from initial stakeholder consultation (eg with the State government) that could have a bearing on the need for heritage values management or communication strategy (if there is an acknowledged public interest in the site).

Note whether concurrent investigations may be taking place also, contamination and environmental studies.

PROJECT FRAMEWORK
Note here the management framework within the successful tenderer will work in, ie. who the project manager is, other relevant contacts etc

ISSUES AND RISKS
Outline the key issues and risks here generally and specifically, ie.

“A key objective of the studies to be commissioned under this tender is to identify the attendant heritage risks and issues and develop costed management options.

Defence is committed to a best practice approach to the management of heritage issues at both sites in accordance with the Defence Heritage Strategy and EPBC Act requirements.

Heritage management options should be based on this best practice approach, as well as the constraints, opportunities and risks identified by the consultant.

Liaison with the Department of the Environment and Water Resources (formerly Department of the Environment and Heritage) as required.”

PROGRAMME
Include key tasks and timetable.
SCOPE OF SERVICES

OUTCOME
State your required outcomes here, ie:

“A Heritage Consultant is to be engaged to undertake heritage (including historical, Indigenous, and natural aspects) assessment, recording and planning at site X to support future land use options at both sites, and ensure that Defence complies with the heritage requirements of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) and Amendment Bill, as well as relevant Defence polices.”

HERITAGE STATUS SUMMARY
Provide all known details of heritage status including listing and what elements of the site are listed.

KEY TASKS
Outline key tasks here, these may include:

• Undertake an assessment of Defence’s obligations to protect the heritage values under EPBC Act, State and Local level planning requirements (if relevant) as well as relevant Defence policies.
• Prepare a full archival recording of the site. Utilise existing information and documentation wherever possible.
• Identify suitable re-use options in the light of updated condition and contamination information.
• Determine the most appropriate ongoing protection mechanism for the site under s341 of the EPBC Act should Defence decide to dispose of the site (if the site is CHL).
• Develop a Conservation Management Strategy to guide the management of heritage issues and ensure that Defence meets identified obligations during a disposal option. Note that under a disposal option it is not normal practice for Defence to apply for the land to be rezoned prior to sale. For Defence to consider taking on this responsibility as part of a heritage management strategy (i.e. under the Conservation Management Strategy) there would need to be a clear demonstration, based on a rigorous risk assessment, that this was the optimal course of action for Defence.

EXISTING REPORTS
Note all existing reports and wherever possible provide CD copies for all tenderers. Check DEMS, the relevant environmental officer for the site, or Defence Heritage for any information.

SITE INSPECTIONS
The Heritage Consultant will be required to undertake all necessary site inspections required to complete the tasks described previously. The objective and expected outcomes of all site inspections and visits should be described in the tenderer’s response.

MEETINGS
Outline necessary meeting information.

COMMUNICATION AND LIAISON
The Heritage Consultant will be expected to establish a positive and productive working relationship with the Defence Project Officer, Site Auditor, PM/CA and other project consultants. They should respond in a timely manner to request for information from other team members and be proactive in disseminating important project information by the means most appropriate to each situation.

SCHEDULE OF WORKS
Note deliverables and relevant timeframes here.
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DEFENCE GUIDE TO HERITAGE MANAGEMENT PLANNING

PURPOSE OF THIS GUIDE

Due to the unique nature of Defence’s large estate holdings, our essential capability requirements, and diverse systems and processes, Defence has developed a unique Heritage Management Plan (HMP) structure and format to ensure that they are practical and make a real difference on the ground.

This guide aims to provide Defence regional and national planners, Regional Environmental staff, and Defence contractors with all the information they need to develop a HMP and related documents. These plans will ensure that Defence:

- meets the requirements under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) legislation (for sites on the Commonwealth Heritage List (CHL));
- protects and manages the heritage values of sites (both heritage listed and unlisted) during strategic and master planning, development, redevelopment, and refurbishment; and
- looks after Australia’s important heritage places for future generations.

THERE ARE A RANGE OF TOOLS THAT CAN HELP YOU WITH MANAGING HERITAGE IN DEFENCE INCLUDING:

- Heritage Management Plans (HMPs)—(see Annex A) These assess and describe the heritage values of a site and develop strategies and action plans to protect them during standard activities. Defence uses Heritage Management Plans (HMPs) in the place of Conservation Management Plans which tend to provide extensive assessment information but limited management guidance. HMPs provide more information on the management aspects of plans as Defence’s main goal is to make a real difference on the ground to better protect the heritage values of sites on a day to day basis.

- Heritage Assessments (HAs)—(see Annex B) These determine and assess the heritage significance of a site based on accepted standards as laid out by the Commonwealth Heritage List criteria. They can also raise areas of concern or risks to these values.

- Heritage Impact Assessments (HIAs)—(see Annex C) These look at the heritage values of a site and assess whether a specified activity will have an impact, and suggest ways to avoid or mitigate these impacts where possible.

- Standard Statements of Requirement (SORS) for HMPs, HAs and HIAs—Contact your Senior Environmental Manager (SEM) or Defence Heritage and Biodiversity Conservation (DH&BC) for the latest copy.

WHY DO WE NEED HERITAGE MANAGEMENT PLANS?

The EPBC Act now requires that all sites on the Commonwealth Heritage List (CHL) must have a heritage management plan and be managed in accord with these plans. DH&BC and/or our Senior Environmental Managers in each region develop these plans. The Defence Heritage Strategy sets the target of 2016 for the completion of HMPs for all Defence sites currently on the CHL. Occasionally HMPs are developed by the proponent of major projects (for example IAD and DMO) for sites that don't have (current) HMPs to help protect their values during the project and ensure our legal obligations are met.
Some sites are not on the CHL, but still require a heritage management plan to appropriately protect any identified heritage values. Under the EPBC Act, these sites may be picked up under section 28 which requires that a Commonwealth agency cannot take an action that has, will have or is likely to have a significant impact on the environment, which is now formally defined to include heritage.

Finally, Defence needs to protect our heritage sites, whether listed or not, where appropriate to ensure places of importance are retained for future generations of all Australians.

WHAT IS A HERITAGE MANAGEMENT PLAN?

These are documents that assess and describe the heritage values of places, detail our obligations, and provide appropriate policies and management regimes to ensure that these values are protected. It acts as an internal risk management tool, in that only activities not done in accordance with, or outside the scope of the HMP will need further consideration.

If an activity lies outside of the HMP recommendations, you will need to contact your regional environmental staff and/or DH&BC, and in certain cases, activities may be referred to the Department of the Environment and Water Resources for a decision on whether or not we can undertake the activity and how.

The HMP also provides action plans broken down into specific activities, so that the individual parts are targeted at specific users only. For example, it will contain a guide for strategic and master planning activities explicitly, that won’t burden the user with information not relevant to them, but will outline:

- what legislation or obligations strategic/master planners must comply with at the site;
- options for avoiding and/or mitigating any impacts to the values during their usual and specified activities; and
- provide clear steps to be taken where impacts cannot be avoided.

Other guides are developed for redevelopment planning, maintenance and other user groups.

A detailed breakdown of the components of a HMP is provided at Annex A, along with an example of an indicative project plan and timeline.

WHY DO WE NEED HERITAGE ASSESSMENTS?

Heritage assessments are required to confirm our obligations for the site. The need for an assessment can be driven by pressure from redevelopment or disposal. Places can fall into the following categories:

- The site has never been assessed for heritage values and it has potential to contain areas of importance (including Indigenous, natural and/or built heritage values). Your regional environmental staff can assist you with determining whether the site is likely to have any values.
- The site has been partially assessed and needs to be considered more comprehensively, or assessed under State, local or outdated heritage criteria that no longer applies. It will need to be updated against the Commonwealth Heritage criteria (introduced 1 January 2004).

WHAT IS A HERITAGE ASSESSMENT?

A heritage assessment determines and assesses any heritage significance at a site based on accepted standards as laid out by the Commonwealth Heritage List criteria. These values can be tangible (buildings, archaeological evidence, landscapes, objects), or intangible (such as associations with people or events, spiritual or sacred values).

A detailed breakdown of the components of a HA is provided at Annex B, along with an example of an indicative project plan and timeline.
WHY DO WE NEED HERITAGE IMPACT ASSESSMENTS?

When you have a site that has, or is likely to have, some heritage value and you want to undertake an activity on the site you will need to do an impact assessment. This will determine whether or not you will impact on these values, the likely extent of the impacts and provides guidance on how to avoid or mitigate these impacts. Without assessing the possible impacts on the values of the site you can run the risk of triggering the EPBC Act, which includes penalties for non-compliance and may cause delays to your project.

WHAT IS A HERITAGE IMPACT ASSESSMENT?

A heritage impact assessment does the following:

- Assesses heritage values of a site if they have not been assessed and/or updates them against Commonwealth Heritage List criteria;
- Looks at a specified activity and determines the impacts upon these values;
- Identifies and outlines ways to:
  - (preferably) avoid impacts
  - and/or mitigate impacts where this is not possible; and
- Provides information to be used by Defence to determine if an EPBC Act referral will be required. Consult with DH&BC if a referral may be necessary. All Defence EPBC Act referrals are to be approved and submitted by DEIM.

The HIA can support an Environmental Clearance Certificate (ECC) for more information see Fact Sheet 1—Environmental Clearance Certificates and heritage.

A detailed breakdown of the components of a HIA is provided at Annex C, and also an example of an indicative project plan and time line.
GUIDE 6 ANNEX A
TEMPLATE FOR HERITAGE MANAGEMENT PLANS

The annex outlines what a Heritage Management Plan (HMP) should contain and the components which should be included in every relevant Statement of Requirement (SOR) for a HMP used for Defence sites.

Ask DH&BC for the most up to date SOR template.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Outlines in a paragraph or two, the site, its heritage issues and overarching drivers and purpose of the plan.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

OVERARCHING GUIDANCE
• The Heritage Management Plan needs to be written in a style aimed at non specialists, be easy to use, brief where possible and cross reference to further information (ie previous heritage assessments), rather than including it in the report itself.
• Its main aim should be to protect and manage heritage values during standard and specified activities that occur at the site, and it must be easily implemented into Defence standard business processes.
• The plan should demonstrate a thorough understanding of the uses of the site and any future planning issues should be dealt with at the time of development.
• The plan must make practical and reasonable recommendations that are easily implemented, and must always be cognisant of the realities of Defence priorities and funding issues.

SECTION 1: BACKGROUND

PURPOSE OF THE HERITAGE MANAGEMENT PLAN
This should explain the reasons the plan was commissioned and highlight issues specific to the site or current activity, ie the drivers and required outcomes of the plan.

LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION OF SITE
Outlines the location details and briefly describes the site including the Defence operations, activities and use of the site.

HERITAGE STATUS & LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK
Describes what heritage listings the site has (if any) including Commonwealth, State and Local. Describes the key elements of what the site is listed for, ie for natural, Indigenous or built values.

SECTION 2: HERITAGE ASSESSMENT

HISTORICAL SUMMARY
Outlines briefly the historical information relevant to the site. Can make reference to further information available externally.
KEY HERITAGE ASSETS OR FEATURES

Briefly describes the key heritage assets or features including what the key aspects are, for example, the layout of buildings or the fabric used and why it significant. This section also provides a map (or series of maps) highlighting key features, layouts etc. This should include the below (where applicable):

• individual heritage assets and their values
• precincts and their values
• landscape values and attributes
• setting
• layout and form
• archaeological
• Indigenous aspects/elements

This section should contain a photograph of each building and/or site and the elements that constitute this significance. For example if a building is important for its façade only, this will inform users that they are able to alter the internals, as long as they retain the external fabric.

Indigenous aspects

Where a site has key Indigenous elements or aspects the below should be requested in the SOR:

The HMP will identify Indigenous heritage values pertaining to [Defence Property Name] in close consultation with relevant Indigenous stakeholders as identified by the consultant in accordance with the Australian Heritage Commission document “Ask First—a guide to respecting Indigenous heritage places and values” (2002). This consultation will only take place with Defence’s knowledge and agreement.

The HMP must meet the requirements of Schedule 7A of the EPBC Regulations 2003.

The HMP must identify, document and assess Indigenous heritage sites and places through research, stakeholder consultation and field investigation and through this process and clearly identify Indigenous heritage values pertaining to [Defence Property Name];

The HMP must include an Indigenous heritage inventory to relevant State heritage agency standards including mapping of known sites and places, and areas where Indigenous sites are likely to occur but have not been recorded;

A brief comment on the state of the building/site and any specific issues/risks to be managed should be included.

This section should be removable as it forms a useful tool for site maintainers, planners and developers.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Where there are comparative sites in Australia (for example, RAAF Bases) a comparative analysis can be made to initiate discussion of points of similarity and difference to assist in determining the overall level of importance of the site.

ASSESSMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Where a site already has a Commonwealth Heritage listing, the Statement of Significance should be the basis for assessment. This should be validated, but no further assessment work is required.
If a site is not on the Commonwealth Heritage List, the site and its elements should be assessed against the Commonwealth Heritage List criteria. A clear statement should be made as to what elements (including buildings, features, layouts etc) are significant to the site, and what are not.

**STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE**

This should be a clear statement based on the assessment findings. Where a site already has a listing on the Commonwealth Heritage List, this should be stated in this section, along with any discrepancies found between the site and stated values as per the listing citation.

**SECTION 3: HERITAGE MANAGEMENT**

**OPERATIONAL & PLANNING ISSUES**

Outlines the key operational and planning issues facing the site, ie redevelopment, increase/change in capability at site etc.

**RISKS TO HERITAGE VALUES**

Outlines the key risks to values at the site, bearing in mind the issues identified above. Should include table of key risks to be addressed.

The HMP must describe the past, present and future Defence use of [Defence Property Name] and identify the risks to heritage values of undertaking various Defence activities within the context of current and future Defence capability requirements needs;

**STRATEGIES, POLICIES AND IMPLEMENTATION**

Should provide key overarching strategies and policies to be implemented at the site and National level to avoid and/or mitigate the key risks identified above. Should also include key actions and responsibilities.

**INDIGENOUS HERITAGE ISSUES**

Where a site has Indigenous heritage issues the below must be sought in the SOR:

- The HMP must identify ongoing Indigenous heritage policy and management requirements to maintain the Indigenous heritage values (refer to EPBC Regulation Schedule 7A(h));
- Within the context of future Defence operational needs, identify acceptable land management uses for Indigenous sites and places and provide guidance for future planned and potential Defence development of the site;
- The development of the HMP must demonstrate Indigenous stakeholder engagement throughout the project in accordance with “Ask First” and, the extent that is practicable, document how the concerns of Indigenous stakeholders have been accounted for in the HMP.
USER GUIDES

These are guides that contain only information and guidance pertaining to the user identified. These guides can be pulled out/annexed from the main report and provide:

- a very brief overview of the heritage issues at site;
- overview of Defence’s obligations at the site relevant to the specified activity;
- key risks to heritage values during the specified activity;
- key steps/action list to avoid risks and advice on the process that should be followed and who to contact.

Specific information for each group contained in these guides are outlined below.

STRATEGIC AND MASTER PLANNERS

May include issues such as:

- key listing information such as what individual items are listed and should be retained and which may be removed; and
- precinct/layout issues that must be incorporated into any master plan for any future development activities.

REDEVELOPMENT PLANNERS

Includes similar information as the above guide, but also may include:

- specific options for adaptive reuse of significant buildings;
- options for incorporating and promoting heritage values at the site.

REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL AND HERITAGE STAFF

Includes an overview of the above issues (referring to guides where appropriate), but also:

- Key actions for REOs such as outlining key risks and the resultant projects that will need to be actioned/bid for as part of the FACOPs process. These can include:
  - commissioning further studies into values at the site, such as heritage assessments to discover Indigenous values, or landscape heritage plans;
  - commissioning interpretive works, such as plaques for the buildings, sites etc;
  - compilation of all relevant historical records and interpretation in relevant building on site or relevant Museum etc.

MAINTAINERS

- This specific guide will contain general dos and don’ts relevant to general heritage maintenance and repair work.
- It will also include more site-specific information, ie information relevant to salt attack if a place is located on the coast and contains sandstone etc.
- This guide should refer to the “Key heritage assets or features” section as outlined above.
DEFENCE HERITAGE AND BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATION

This section outlines any key actions for DH&BC which may include:

- high level risks to the site that may result in referral to the Department of the Environment and Water Resources now or in the future, or pose a serious threat to capability or operations at the site;
- amendments to Commonwealth Heritage List citations (including amendments to DEMs register listings);
- options for interpretation and promotion of the site.

OPPORTUNITIES

This optional section further details interpretation and promotional opportunities for the site and may include:

- options for Visitor Centres or Museums;
- opportunities to promote the site via links with local communities and interested groups;
- interpretation.

NATURAL AND INDIGENOUS HERITAGE

Where a site has considerable natural and/or Indigenous heritage values to be managed, one version of an Indigenous/Natural heritage “handbook” should be developed for various users on the site.

This should guide Defence personnel, land managers and contractors in regard to their activities which may have effect on Indigenous heritage values; and provide key information on what the values are, how to avoid impact on them and may include images and maps of relevant items/flora/fauna/maps etc.

APPENDICES

This refers to previous studies, reports, HMPs, heritage assessments and any other relevant material.
### TYPICAL HERITAGE MANAGEMENT PLAN TIMELINE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Tasks required</th>
<th>Indicative timing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step 1</td>
<td>Preparation of SOR. This may require involvement from: DH&amp;BC/SEM/REO/CMC, to define scope and key issues. The more defined and prescriptive the SOR, the better the outcome</td>
<td>2–3 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 2</td>
<td>Send SOR to nominated consultants. Should be accompanied by as much background info as possible</td>
<td>Usual timing for tender period 2–3 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 3</td>
<td>Assessment of tenders and selection of consultant—formal contracts put in place and timeframes confirmed</td>
<td>Typically 2–3 weeks after tenders close</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4</td>
<td>Liaise with relevant stakeholders and facilitate inception meeting to flush out issues, time frames, commenting periods and any other issues</td>
<td>1 week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 5</td>
<td>Facilitate site visit and building access (REO); provide any additional information available; organise list of stakeholders and issues to be dealt with at site visit</td>
<td>1 week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 6</td>
<td>On site assessment by consultant—building inspections, photographs, stakeholder discussions</td>
<td>From 1 day–2 weeks (dependent on size of site)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 7</td>
<td>Preparation of Draft HMP by consultant</td>
<td>6–12 weeks (dependent on site size and complexity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 8</td>
<td>Review of Draft report. Consultant to distribute drafts (once REO and DH&amp;BC are essentially happy) and REO and or DH&amp;BC to collate comments before responding to consultant</td>
<td>2–4 weeks typically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 9</td>
<td>Incorporation of comments and feedback by consultant; possible review meeting if required—preparation of Final Draft</td>
<td>2–4 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 10</td>
<td>Review of Final Draft by key stakeholders. Final comments to consultant</td>
<td>2 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 11</td>
<td>Finalisation of HMP by consultant, including finalisation of graphics, formatting, printing requirements. HMP distributed to nominated stakeholders or to REO for distribution</td>
<td>2 weeks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GUIDE 6 ANNEX B

TEMPLATE FOR HERITAGE ASSESSMENTS

The below outlines what a Heritage Assessment should contain:

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

TABLE OF CONTENTS

OVERARCHING GUIDANCE
• The Heritage Assessment needs to be written in a style aimed at non-specialists, be easy to use, brief where possible and refer to further information (ie previous heritage assessments), rather than including it.
• The assessment should demonstrate a thorough understanding of the uses of the site as this will highlight any risks and further issues.
• The assessment must make practical and reasonable recommendations that are easily implemented, and must always be cognisant of the realities of Defence priorities and funding issues.

SECTION 1: BACKGROUND

PURPOSE OF THE HERITAGE ASSESSMENT
This should explain the reasons the plan was commissioned and highlight issues specific to the site or current activity, ie the drivers and required outcomes of the plan.

LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION OF SITE
Outlines the location details and briefly describes the site.

SECTION 2: HERITAGE ASSESSMENT

HISTORICAL SUMMARY
Outlines briefly the historical information relevant to the site. Can make reference to further information available externally.

HERITAGE STATUS & LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK
Describes what heritage listings the site has (if any) including Commonwealth, State and Local. Describes the key elements of what the site is listed for, ie for natural, Indigenous and/or built values.

KEY HERITAGE ASSETS OR FEATURES
Briefly describes the key heritage assets or features including what the key aspects are, for example, the layout of buildings or the fabric used and why. This section also provides a map highlighting key features, layouts etc.
This section should contain a photograph of each building and/or site, a brief ranking according to the significance assessment guidelines at www.defence.gov.au/environment and the elements that constitute this significance. For example if a building is important for its façade only, this will inform users that they are able to alter the internals, as long as they retain the external fabric.

A brief comment on the state of the building/site and any specific issues/risks to be managed should be included.

This section should be removable as it forms a useful tool for site maintainers, planners and developers.

**COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS**

Where there are comparative sites in Australia (for example, RAAF Bases) a comparative analysis can be made to initiate discussion of points of similarity and difference.

**ASSESSMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE**

Where a site already has a Commonwealth Heritage listing, the Statement of Significance should be the basis for assessment. This should be validated, but no further assessment work is required.

If a site is not on the Commonwealth Heritage List, the site and elements within should be assessed against the Commonwealth Heritage List criteria. A clear statement should be made as to what elements (including buildings, features, layouts etc) are significant to the site, and what are not.

**STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE**

This should be clear statement based on the assessment findings. Where a site already has a listing on the Commonwealth Heritage List, this should be stated in this section, along with any discrepancies found between the site and stated values as per the listing citation.
## TYPICAL HERITAGE ASSESSMENT TIMELINE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Tasks required</th>
<th>Indicative timing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step 1</td>
<td>Preparation of SOR. This may require involvement from: DH&amp;BC/SEM/REO/CMC, to define scope and key issues. The more defined and prescriptive the SOR, the better the outcome</td>
<td>1–2 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 2</td>
<td>Send SOR to nominated consultants. Should be accompanied by as much background info as possible</td>
<td>Usual timing for tender period 2–3 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 3</td>
<td>Assessment of tenders and selection of consultant—formal contracts put in place and timeframes confirmed</td>
<td>Typically 1–2 weeks after tenders close</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4</td>
<td>Facilitate site visit and building access (REO); provide any additional information available; organise list of stakeholders and issues to be dealt with at site visit</td>
<td>1 week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 5</td>
<td>On site assessment by consultant—building inspections, photographs, stakeholder discussions</td>
<td>From 1 day—2 weeks (dependent on size of site)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 6</td>
<td>Preparation of Draft HA by consultant</td>
<td>2–4 weeks (dependent on site size and complexity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 7</td>
<td>Review of Draft report. Consultant to distribute drafts (once REO and DH&amp;BC are essentially happy) and REO and or DH&amp;BC to collate comments before responding to consultant</td>
<td>2–4 weeks typically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 8</td>
<td>Incorporation of comments and feedback by consultant; preparation of Final Draft</td>
<td>2 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 9</td>
<td>Review of Final Draft by key stakeholders. Final comments to consultant</td>
<td>2 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 10</td>
<td>Finalisation of HA by consultant, including finalisation of graphics, formatting, printing requirements. HA distributed to nominated stakeholders or to REO for distribution</td>
<td>2 weeks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GUIDE 6 ANNEX C

TEMPLATE FOR HERITAGE IMPACT ASSESSMENT

The below outlines what a Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) should contain:

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

TABLE OF CONTENTS

OVERARCHING GUIDANCE

• The Heritage Impact Assessment needs to be written in a style aimed at non-specialists, be easy to use, brief where possible and refer to further information (ie previous heritage assessments), rather than including it.
• Its main aim should be to protect and manage heritage values during the specified activity, and any recommendations must be easily implemented into Defence standard business processes.
• The HIA should demonstrate a thorough understanding of the uses of the site and any further risks to heritage should be dealt with at the time.
• The HIA must make practical and reasonable recommendations that are easily implemented, and must always be cognisant of the realities of Defence priorities and funding issues.
• The HIA must be developed closely with planners to ensure that it meets their needs and provides sensible options.

SECTION 1: BACKGROUND

PURPOSE OF THE HERITAGE IMPACT ASSESSMENT
This should explain the reasons the plan was commissioned and highlight issues specific to the site or current activity, ie the drivers and required outcomes of the plan.

LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION OF SITE
Outlines the location details and briefly describes the site.

SECTION 2: HERITAGE ASSESSMENT
This should be drawn from any previous assessments done. DH&BC or the relevant Regional staff can assist with obtaining these. Where they do not exist, a comprehensive heritage assessment should be undertaken.

HISTORICAL SUMMARY
Outlines briefly the historical information relevant to the site. Can make reference to further information available externally.

HERITAGE STATUS & LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK
Describes what heritage listings the site has (if any) including Commonwealth, State and Local. Describes the key elements of what the site is listed for, ie for natural, Indigenous or built values.
KEY HERITAGE ASSETS OR FEATURES

Briefly describes the key heritage assets or features including what the key aspects are, for example, the layout of buildings or the fabric used and why. This section also provides a map highlighting key features, layouts etc.

This section should contain a photograph of each building and/or site, a brief ranking according to the significance assessment guidelines at www.defence.gov.au/environment and the elements that constitute this significance. For example if a building is important for its façade only, this will inform users that they are able to alter the internals, as long as they retain the external fabric.

A brief comment on the state of the building/site and any specific issues/risks to be managed should be included.

Where possible, previous heritage assessments should be used to save time and money on reassessment.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Where there are comparative sites in Australia (for example, RAAF Bases) a comparative analysis can be made to initiate discussion of points of similarity and difference.

ASSESSMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Where a site already has a Commonwealth Heritage listing, the Statement of Significance should be the basis for assessment. This should be validated, but no further assessment work is required.

If a site is not on the Commonwealth Heritage List, the site and elements within should be assessed against the Commonwealth Heritage List criteria. A clear statement should be made as to what elements (including buildings, features, layouts etc) are significant to the site, and what are not.

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

This should be a clear statement based on the assessment findings. Where a site already has a listing on the Commonwealth Heritage List, this should be stated in this section, along with any discrepancies found between the site and stated values as per the listing citation.

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED ACTIVITY

This should outline what activity or action will take place at the site, detailing all potential risks to heritage values that may occur during the activity.

Clearly state the case for undertaking the activity, so that DH&BC or relevant area can consider not only the impacts to heritage values, but also the impacts to Defence if the activity is not carried out.

Outline all options and alternatives where possible, so that these may be investigated if impacts to heritage values may or will occur.

SUMMARY

This should summarize the key findings and recommendations and should clearly address:

- Whether an impact to heritage values will occur during the proposed activity; and whether the impact may be significant.
- Recommendations on how to undertake proposed activity without impacting on the heritage values, or minimizing impacts.
- Recommendations on how to protect and promote the values of the site during the activity.
## Typical Heritage Impact Assessment Timeline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Tasks Required</th>
<th>Indicative Timing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step 1</td>
<td>Preparation of SOR. This may require involvement from: DH&amp;BC/SEM/REO/CMC, to define scope and key issues. The more defined and prescriptive the SOR, the better the outcome</td>
<td>1–2 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 2</td>
<td>Send SOR to nominated consultants. Should be accompanied by as much background info as possible</td>
<td>Usual timing for tender period 2–3 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 3</td>
<td>Assessment of tenders and selection of consultant—formal contracts put in place and timeframes confirmed</td>
<td>Typically 1–2 weeks after tenders close</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4</td>
<td>Project inception meeting, including site visit (if required—sometimes previous assessments can be used and site visit is not necessary) and building access (REO); provide any additional information available; organise list of stakeholders and issues to be dealt with at site visit</td>
<td>1 week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 5</td>
<td>On site assessment by consultant—building inspections, photographs, stakeholder discussions</td>
<td>From 1 day—2 weeks (dependent on size of site)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 6</td>
<td>Preparation of Draft HIA by consultant</td>
<td>2–4 weeks (dependent on site size and complexity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 7</td>
<td>Review of Draft report. Consultant to distribute drafts (once REO and DH&amp;BC are essentially happy) and REO and or DH&amp;BC to collate comments before responding with one set of consolidated comments to consultant</td>
<td>2–4 weeks typically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 8</td>
<td>Incorporation of comments and feedback by consultant; preparation of Final Draft</td>
<td>2 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 9</td>
<td>Review of Final Draft by key stakeholders. Final comments to consultant</td>
<td>2 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 10</td>
<td>Finalisation of HIA by consultant, including finalisation of graphics, formatting, printing requirements. HIA distributed to nominated stakeholders or to REO for distribution</td>
<td>2 weeks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GUIDE 7

MILITARY TRAINING AND EXERCISES

PURPOSE OF THIS GUIDE

This guideline is for those Defence personnel conducting any exercises or training in identified heritage areas. The guidelines below provide details on exercises planned through Australian Defence Force Warfare Centre (ADFWC), heritage planning for all other exercises (i.e., those not guided by ADFWC) and overall training activities on Defence owned sites.

PRIMARY ISSUE TO CONSIDER

Plan ahead

The key to avoiding any impacts to heritage during exercises is the early consideration during the planning phase. Identify heritage issues early with the help of your regional environmental staff and look at ways to ensure any heritage values are protected.

Check with your regional environmental staff or the Heritage Register on the Defence Heritage web site to determine if the proposed location for the activity or exercise is listed for heritage values. If the site is heritage listed it will often have a Heritage Management Plan (HMP) that can offer advice and guidance on what you can and can’t do.

Range Standing Orders/Exercise Instructions/Standard Operating Procedures may help you here as well. The documents will also provide information about the need for further clearance such as an Environmental Clearance Certificate (ECC). If when reading these documents you are unsure about heritage issues please contact the regional environmental staff or Range Control Officer (RCO).

Look at the fine detail

Issues can crop up if not enough detail is provided to regional environmental staff on what planned exercises will be. The firmer your plans and the more detail provided, the better they can assist you to avoid impacts and possible delays or stops to your exercise.

EXERCISE PLANNING THROUGH ADF WARFARE CENTRE

If the exercise is being planned through the ADF Warfare Centre, there are specific processes in place for the consideration of heritage at both strategic and site levels. This includes ADFP 7.0.3 Exercise Planning and Conduct. A Strategic Assessment for Major Military Exercises is also being developed by Defence Environmental Impact Assessment and ADFWC to provide specific guidance in a through-life manner for the management of all environmental and heritage issues through the planning stages, implementation phase and post-exercise clearances (see intranet.defence.gov.au/VCDFweb/sites/ADFWC/).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Finding the answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Check with your REO or Senior Environmental Manager (SEM)</td>
<td>Discuss the proposed activity or exercise with the REO or Senior Environmental Manager (SEM) and he or she will be able to help you achieve the training objective whilst protecting any heritage values. This would include providing you with any environmental constraints maps or environmental management plans, containing information to help you plan your activities in areas avoiding heritage features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Check where you will be training</td>
<td>If your exercise is to be undertaken in non-Defence owned areas, the REO/SEM will be able to advise you on any consultation you should undertake with State authorities or local interest groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Check if you need an ECC</td>
<td>Environmental Clearance Certificates (ECCs) are required for many training activities and exercises. If you are unsure whether you need to complete an ECC familiarise yourself with the relevant standing orders and/or speak to your REO or RCO. ECCs are designed to break down the activity or exercise and assess it for the potential impact it may have on the environment including heritage. The CO or OC of the exercise or activity develops the ECC for the REO to approve. The REO may simply approve the exercise, or he or she may attach conditions to the approval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Do you need a referral?</td>
<td>For larger exercises that are deemed by the REO to have a significant impact the activity needs to be referred to the Minister for the Environment and Water Resources. Again, your regional environmental staff, and the Defence Environmental Impact and Heritage and Biodiversity Conservation Directorates can help you with this, see intranet.defence.gov.au/environment or <a href="http://www.defence.gov.au/environment/contacts">www.defence.gov.au/environment/contacts</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GUIDE 8

INDIGENOUS AND CULTURAL HERITAGE MANAGEMENT

PURPOSE OF THIS GUIDE

The Department of Defence is committed to the appropriate management of Indigenous heritage places on Defence land.

This guide provides advice on the integration of Indigenous heritage values in Defence Heritage and Environment Management plans.

DO YOU HAVE INDIGENOUS SITES OR PLACES ON YOUR DEFENCE PROPERTY?

Effective heritage management starts with a good understanding of all heritage values relating to each Defence property, including Indigenous heritage.

Section 528 of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) defines the “heritage value” of a place as including the place’s natural and cultural environment having aesthetic, historic, scientific or social significance, or other significance, for current and future generations of Australians.

“Indigenous Heritage Value” is defined as the heritage value of the place that is of significance to Indigenous persons in accordance with their practices, observances, customs, traditions, beliefs or history.

The term embraces the intrinsic value of physical “sites”, the attachment to “places” in the landscape with ceremonial or “story” attachments without physical evidence, spirituality, law, knowledge practices, traditional resources or other beliefs or attachments.

There are a number of actions for Defence managers to implement or undertake to improve their understanding of Indigenous heritage values on a Defence property:

• Speak with your regional environmental staff or the team at Defence Heritage and Biodiversity Conservation

• On the advice of the above you may ask Indigenous stakeholders;

• Understand the range of Indigenous sites and places;

• Refer to existing heritage records—reports and heritage registers; and

• Explore the area through heritage research and field survey.

Ask Indigenous Stakeholders

When enquiring about Indigenous heritage values a most important step is to “ask first”. Ask the relevant Indigenous community groups about heritage values early in the process of addressing Indigenous heritage. You may wish to engage a Defence Environment and Heritage Panel member to undertake this task.

Indigenous stakeholders have a reasonable expectation to be consulted regarding their heritage. Usually the local Indigenous community are the best repository of knowledge about Indigenous heritage values within their area of concern. Government heritage authorities also expect any Indigenous heritage assessment report for a development approval to include a section on Indigenous consultation.
The publication “Ask First” (Australian Heritage Commission 2002) provides the definitive guide to Indigenous Stakeholder Engagement. A summary of the key points from Ask First is provided below.

Understanding Sites And Places

An Indigenous Site is an area containing physical evidence of Aboriginal activity. Indigenous Places are those parts of the landscape with no obvious physical evidence but are associated with stories or ceremony, or are of historical or cultural significance due to past strong cultural associations. Definitions of the term “site” and “place” sometimes vary between different users.

Indigenous places may include:
- specific natural features with connections to traditional stories;
- connected parts of the landscape with connections to traditional stories;
- broad landscape areas with strong social value; or
- locations of significant past events.

Indigenous site types include (but are not limited to):
- flaked stone artefact scatter;
- rock engravings or paintings;
- grinding grooves;
- scarred or carved trees;
- stone arrangements;
- stone structures;
- rockshelters with artefacts or art;
- earth mounds;
- historic places (such as old missions or schools);
- burials;
- shell middens; and
- quarries.

Refer To Existing Heritage Records

To find out about Aboriginal sites, research what has already been recorded. You may wish to engage a Defence Heritage Panel member to do this if required. Your regional environmental officer can advise you on this. This background review may be conducted prior to and possibly in preparation for Indigenous consultation.

Existing heritage records may exist within Commonwealth or State statutory heritage registers or within existing environmental project reports. Some items may have an Indigenous Land Use Agreement (ILUA) that applies to it. Review of these sources provides a useful starting point in developing an understanding of Indigenous heritage values on a Defence property.

Explore The Area By Research And Field Survey

A field survey by appropriately skilled people is the best way of determining what Indigenous sites (physical evidence) occur within a Defence property. However, before undertaking any field survey work, you’ll need to contact Defence Heritage and Biodiversity Conservation to confirm that this is required. Field survey should involve the relevant Indigenous stakeholders so that any information about Indigenous places can also be taken into account in any assessment. Planning for a field survey should include
background research and Indigenous stakeholder consultation. Research should include understanding of landscape factors and other regional heritage research so that a prediction may be made as to which Indigenous site types are likely to occur.

The Defence Heritage and Environment Panel can provide the necessary technical services for research and site survey.

**INDIGENOUS STAKEHOLDER COMMUNITY CONSULTATION AND INVOLVEMENT**

It is a common policy of Government heritage agencies that Indigenous people should be involved in the management of their heritage. This should include Indigenous stakeholder input where appropriate. Defence Heritage and Biodiversity Conservation can advise on this.

You may wish to engage a Defence Heritage Panel member to coordinate consultation and involvement.

The publication “Ask First” (Australian Heritage Commission 2002) provides the definitive guide to respecting Indigenous heritage places and values on Defence property. The short guidelines below are provided both as a summary of “Ask First” key points, and as complementary tips.

**When should Indigenous stakeholders be contacted?**

- When seeking advice on Indigenous heritage values on your Defence property
- At the outset of any comprehensive Indigenous heritage assessment project to resolve appropriate assessment methodology
- When preparing Indigenous heritage management documents—to seek feedback, information and, ideally, agreement to assessments and management measures
- When there is significant and unplanned disturbance to an Indigenous place or Indigenous site

**When should Indigenous stakeholders be involved in the field?**

Note that any consultation should be undertaken via a Panel member with the input of Defence Heritage and Biodiversity Conservation (DH&BC) section.

- During heritage survey fieldwork for identification and assessment purposes
- Inspections where decisions about Indigenous heritage management must be made
- When resolving what to do about a disturbed Indigenous site

**Activities not requiring consultation**

- Background research and review of existing information
- Site inspections for familiarisation purposes
- Site inspections for physical condition assessments

**Who should be consulted?**

A crucial first step is to identify Traditional Owners and other Indigenous people with rights and interests in the area. To identify relevant Indigenous stakeholders talk to relevant Defence Aboriginal Liaison personnel, contact relevant Land Councils, Native Title Representative Bodies and government heritage authorities.

Recognize that there may be different Indigenous groups with competing claims or interests in an area or matter. Where that is the case it is important to talk to all of them. Usually a heritage consultant based in a particular area will know the relevant local Indigenous stakeholder groups and can navigate the sometimes complex relational issues.
What should I actually do?

After an initial phone call to the above representatives, the best way forward is to develop a working relationship based on trust through meeting in person.

For complex matters take time to agree on a process for addressing Indigenous heritage matters before attending to the matter itself. This may include:

- who are the spokespersons?
- what information is required before a meeting can take place?
- where should meetings take place?
- do people need transport or financial assistance to attend?

Government heritage agencies commonly require written evidence of consultation, so it is important to have a paper trail documenting consultation and engagement. Follow up contacts and meetings in writing.

Payment for Indigenous stakeholder involvement

Payment for time spent in heritage assessment is an appropriate expectation of the Indigenous community. Fees generally mirror those of heritage consultants, but can vary significantly between different groups. Payment should be made on receipt of an invoice on the letterhead of the relevant Indigenous corporation.

Payments are not appropriate as “compensation” for impact to a heritage site. If there are Indigenous site recovery works (e.g., archaeological salvage excavation), the outcome for paid work must be some tangible benefit for future generations of Indigenous people, e.g., collection of Aboriginal artefacts suitably stored and documented so that future generations can enjoy them.

Defining timeframes for outcomes and decisions

It is important to let Indigenous stakeholders know when feedback is required and why the due date is important. When requesting feedback from an Indigenous group on an issue, allow for more than two weeks and up to four weeks, depending on the local circumstance. This allows time for information to disseminate in the relevant communities. Time must be allowed for matters to be raised at relevant Land Council or Aboriginal Corporation meetings—consider the timing of these meetings.

In some cases decisions can take much longer than the timeframes specified above, so it is important to consider Indigenous heritage issues early on in any relevant projects. It’s equally important to request decisions in a culturally sensitive manner to ensure that the best possible outcomes are achieved.

Follow up any initial requests for feedback with diplomatic offers of assistance, further information, etc. to assist in decision making. Be proactive in providing relevant information.

Confidentiality

Make allowance for sensitive traditional information to be provided by Indigenous stakeholders in general terms if desired. This is most likely for the location of sacred sites.

Ensure that sensitive information disclosed in the course of identifying Indigenous places is protected from unnecessary further disclosure. Consider whether it is necessary at all for sensitive information to be documented. If it is, then document control is important through the use of restricted distribution.
INDIGENOUS HERITAGE MANAGEMENT PLANNING

Defence has adopted the “Heritage Management Plan” as the primary heritage planning instrument. A Heritage Management Plan covering Indigenous Heritage adopts a similar approach as those covering historic or natural heritage.

The involvement of Indigenous stakeholders is a key distinguishing characteristic of Indigenous Heritage Management Plans (HMPs) when compared with historic heritage HMPs. A Statement of Requirement (SOR) for a Heritage Management Plan (HMPs) thus emphasises early and continuous engagement with Indigenous stakeholders.

For further advice and guidance on how to prepare a Heritage Management Plan including Indigenous elements and aspects, see Guide 6 “Defence Guide to Heritage Management Planning”.

INDIGENOUS HERITAGE MANAGEMENT ISSUES

Managing Indigenous access to defence training areas

Arrangements for Indigenous stakeholder access to Defence sites will be defined and documented within a HMP. Access arrangements defined in the HMP should include the following:

• Indigenous stakeholder parties identified at the organisation level (identified Indigenous corporations, land councils, community organisations); and
• defined avenues for contact (identified leaders or organisation executive to make contact with Range Control or Regional Environmental Officer by phone or fax).

Access should be documented within the HMP site access register with date, organisation, individuals and purpose for visit which may include:

• established ceremony;
• inspection or stewardship of Indigenous sites and places;
• education; or
• resource acquisition.

Exclusion zones to care for Indigenous heritage

Exclusion zones may be appropriate to protect the physical site fabric on Indigenous sites, or to protect the cultural sensitivities on Indigenous places with ceremonial or traditional story associations.

Appropriate exclusion zones should be defined in a HMP for a Defence property.

How to define exclusion zones

A common question facing Defence land managers is how far away should activities be placed to protect Indigenous heritage values? A standard term to cover this zone of management is “curtilage”. A heritage curtilage is the area which contributes to the significance of the site or place. An exclusion zone should be defined by the management needs of the site or place.

The steps involved in defining an exclusion zone are:

• Define the Indigenous site types and values (known/predicted)
• Refer to the HMP. If none, see above guideline “Do You Have Indigenous Sites or Places on your Defence Property?”
• Agree reasonable protection measures in the HMP which should include:
  – total avoidance of rock art, rockshelters, engravings and structures (stone arrangements, hides, earth mounds);
  – total avoidance of stone arrangements, stone structures and rock painting sites by all training exercise personnel;
  – total avoidance of flat rock expanses with rock art (eg sandstone platforms with Indigenous engravings or grinding grooves);
  – total avoidance of culturally modified trees (including scarred trees and carved trees);
  – avoidance or minimisation of impact on significant archaeological deposit with mitigation measures on any impacted deposit (eg monitoring and archival recording of impacted site by competent person);
  – note that “archaeological deposit” includes any soil layer containing cultural materials. Stone artefacts are likely to occur unseen within topsoil across large areas near watercourses and key resource areas.
  – landform-based avoidance of Indigenous places may be defined on a case by case basis with Indigenous stakeholders.

State and Commonwealth legislation considerations

• The Environment Protection & Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 protects all heritage from impacts by a Commonwealth agency and protects all heritage on Commonwealth land.
• Protection to cultural heritage afforded under ss.26 & 28 of the Act, applies regardless of the listing status of heritage sites or heritage places. For places listed on the Commonwealth Heritage List or National Heritage List, the heritage values are protected.
• Listing on the Commonwealth Heritage List (CHL) obligates Defence to prepare a management plan. Schedule 7A of the EPBC Regulation sets out the requirements for a management plan.
• As a general rule, State law does not apply on Commonwealth land, with the exception of land leased by the Commonwealth from the State.
• Defence Instruction General ADMIN 40-2 states that:
  17. Defence personnel shall comply with State, Territory and local government environmental legislation and requirements to the extent that these do not conflict with Commonwealth legislative obligations.
• Common features of State and territory legislation are provisions for the protection of heritage places either through listing (generally common for historic heritage places) or through blanket protection (generally common for Indigenous heritage sites).
• Consultation with Indigenous communities is included in some State legislation (eg Queensland and Commonwealth legislation applying to Victoria) but is common to all State regulatory guidelines.